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SUMMARY
This technology development was concerned with improvements in the
reception and rectification of microwave power at the receiving terminal of a
free-space power transmission system and:more specifically, with its application
to the rectenna receiving array in the solar power satellite concept. In this
system, large areas of the array operate at relatively low power density levels.
A 20 percent improvement in the efficiency of elements operating at these levels
was obtainedby a combination of circuit and diode redesign. GaAs-W gchottky
barrier diodes were designed and constructed to provide a lower voltage drop
across the diodes to improve efficiency,.
A major accomplishment was +.he adaptation of previous rectenna technology
to the more economically desirable two-plane construction format in which the
foreplane provides the functions of collec=ion, rectification, filtering, and DC
power bussing and collection. A metal shield in the foreplane was designed to
provide environmental protection and to act as a structural Element in the rectenna
array.
Improvements in measurement and analytical techniques that were achieved
were: mathematical modeling and computer simulation of the basic receiving
element that checked out well with experimental data; quantitative measurement
techniques for experimentally measuring diode and circuit losses; and an accounting
method for balancing the microwave power input against the sum of DC power output
and diode and circuit losses to achieve better confidence in efficiency measure-
ments.
\i.0 INTRODUCTION
The RF to DC Collector/Converter technology development with which this
report is concerned is in support of the larger '.-chnological development o1 free
space power transmission by means of a microwave beam. The efficient free-
space transportation of energy by electromagnetic beam brings a new three-
dimensional aspect to the transfer of electrical power and permits the coupling of
terrestrial power transmission systems to power sources and sinks located :n the
earth's atmosphere and space.
This report relates to the application of free space power trans_nission in
which the sun's energy is captured in equatorial geosynchronous orbit, converted
to electrical power, and then sent to Earth by means of a microwave beam. At
the earth's surface the rnicrowave power is efficiently collected and converted
back into DC electrical power. Improvements in the performance of this receiv-
ing system and its reduction to a practical design are the specific subject
matter of this report.
To place the work to be reported upon in proper perspecth, e, it is desirable
to define and review the technology of free-space power transmission with partic-
ular emphasis upon prior RF to DC collector/converter technology.
1.1 Description of free-space power transmission by microwave beam and
its early development.
Free-space power transmission by microwave beam is defined as the
efficient point-to-point transfer of energy through free space by a highly collima-
ted microwave beam. As a technology [I) it includes the interchanging of dc and
mlc_owave power at the transmitting and receFving ends of the system. Free-
space is defined to exclude the use of any physically injected material such as
waveguides or reflectors between the transmitting and receiving points of the
system but not to exclude the presence of gaseous, liquid, o, congealed material
that exists naturally in the earth's atmosphere.
Free-space power transmission as a technology is differentiated from
the use of microwaves in free space for point to point communication purposes by
its very high efficiency and by the magnitude of the power which is handled at the
receiving point - being in many cases over 90 percent of the miurowave power
launched at the transmitting point. The efficient collection and conversion of this
incoming microwave po_er to conventional electrical power comprises a unique
technology which bears lit:tie relationship to the traditional methods of receiving
and processing microwave energy in communication and radar applications.
The concept o, t power transfer by radio waves was first pioneered by
Tesla (2), (3) at the turn of the century. An acknowledged genius in low-,frequency
electric power generation and distribution, Tesla became interested in the
general concept of resonance and sought to apply this to the transmission of
electrical power from one point to another without wires. He built a large "i'esl.a
coil" with which he hoped to produce oscillations of electrical energy around the
surface of the earth and set up standing waves into which he could imr_erse his
receiving antennas at the optimum point.
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With the advantage of historical perspective, wo realize that these
experiments were decades ahead of the unfolding of a technology that could ac-
complish his objective. This new technology was based upon the early micro-
wave experiments of Hertz (4), but had to await the development of efficient gen-
erators of microwave power. This capability began to emerge with the micro-
wave generators developed for the radar of World War lI and later for ,nicrowave
con_munications.
The event which directly precipitated interest in the use of micro-
waves for power transmission was the support of the development of super-power
microwave tubes by the Department of Defense in the early 1960's, (5). This
program resulted in high-efficiency tubes with such high power _ ,ndling capability
(several hundreds of kilowatts) that the use of microwaves for t _ efficient trans-
fer of large amounts of power became a distinct feasibility.
The first demonstration of the efficient transmission of meaningful
amounts of power, Lby microwaves took place at the Spencer Laboratory of Raytheon
Co. in May 1963 _o;. In this first demonstration, shown in Figure 1-1, the means
used for collecting the power at the receiving end of the system utilized conven-
tmnal antenna technology in the form of a pyramidal horn. The means used for
rectifying the microwave power to DC power was a close-spaced thermionic diode.
Neither of these technologies was completely satisfactory. The receiving horn
was highly directive and because of the difficulty of matching its antenna pattern
to that of the incoming beam its collecting efficiency was only 87%. The rectifier
efficiency was only 50%.
Nevertheless, as a result of this demonstration the Rome Air Develop-
ment Center of the Air Force became interested in the concept of a microwave
powered platform for communication purposes. The Raytheon proposal of a
microwave powered helicopter to accomplish this objective and the resulting con-
tract became crucial in determining the evolutionary path of the collection and
rectification of microwave power from a free-space microwave beam.(7)lt was
•recognized that the pyramidal horn would not be satisfactory because of a combi-
nation of its high directivity with the natural roll and pitch of the vehicle, it was
also recognized that the limitations of the close-spaced thermionic rectifier would
place severe limitations on the practicality of the platform. The " rectenna"
device was proposed to the Air Force as a solution to this problem. The rectenna
device made it possible to simultaneously solve the directivi_y and antenna pat-
tern matching problems of microwave power collection and at the same time make
practical use of the semiconductor device whose power handling capability had
prevented it from being seriously considered for a system in which signifluant
amounts of power were being handled.
The Raytheon Company actually demonstrated a microwave powered
helicopter using a rectenna prior to active work on the Air Force contract. But
the Air Force contract was the basis for an extension of the effort and several
notable demonstrations, including a ten hour continuous flight of the vehicle (7).
Figure 1-2 shows the helicopter in flight. It was necessary, of course, to use
laterally constraining tethers to keep the helicopter on the microwave beam but
this limitation was later removed by a study and experimental confirmation
dm_
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Figure 1-1. First experiment in the efficient transfer of power _;y means
of microwaves at the Spencer Laboratory of Raytheon Co. in May 1963. In
this experiment microwave power generated from a magnetron was trans-
ferred 5.48 meters and then converted with DC power with an overall effi-
ciency of 16%. A conventional pyramidal horn was used to colle¢_ _he energy
at the receiving end and a close-spaced thermLonLc diode was used to con-
vert the microwaves into DC power. The DC power output was 100 watts.
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Figure 1-2. Microwave powered helicopter in flight 18.28 meters abovL, a
transmitting antenna. The receiving array tot collecting the microwave
power and converting it to DC power was made up of several thousand point
contact silicon diodes. DC power level was approximatel F 200 watts.
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that the microwave beam could be used successfully as a position reference in a
control system in an automated helicopter which would keep itself positioned
over the center of the beam (7).
This progression of efforts established the rectenna device as a.
probable solution to the collection and rectification problem in a broad class of
microwave power transmission applications, but much work remained to be done
to make it a practical device in the context of the SSPS type of application. The
opportunity to further evolve the rectenna device was largely the result of the
interest of the Marshall Space Flight Center in applying microwave power trans-
mission to the transfer of energy and power betw,_en satellites, (8) and the con-
tractual effort supported at Raytheon Company. _71.......
In a more recent time frame very substantial advances in overall
system performance have been made. These advances include a certified overall
transmission efficiency of 54g0 starting with the DC power applied to the micro-
wave g?i_rator and ending with the DC power out of the rectenna at the receiving
point. _ ,,i A particularly impressive demonstration was made at the Goldstone
facility of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. In this demonstration power was trans-
mitted over a distance of i. 6 kilometers and a DC power output of over 30 kilo-
watts was obtained at the receiving point. (ii, 12)
Table 1-i presents a summary of the early chronology of the collec-
tion and rectification of microwave power. Itwillbe noted that there was inter-
est in microwave power transmission prior to any,q_l_ability of efficiently con-
verting microwave power directly into DC power. _x_j
TABLE i- i
CHRONOLOGY OF COLLECTION & RECTIFICATION OF MICROWAVE POWER
1958
1958
1959-1962
1962
1963
1964
1964
1968-
Present
First interest in microwave power transmission
No rectifiers available - turbine proposed and studied
Some government support of rectifier technology
(I) Semiconductors at Purdue University
(2) Magnetron analogue at Raytheon
Semiconductor ana close-spaced thermionic diode rectifiers made
available.
First power transmission using pyramidal horn and close-spaced
thermionic diode rectifiers - 39_0 capture and rectification efficiency
not practical for aerospace application.
RADC microwave powered helicopter application demanded non-
directive reception, light: weight, high reliability.
Rectenna concept developed to utilize many semiconductor rectifiers
of small power handling capability to terminate many small apertures
to provide non-directive reception and high reIi&bility.
Continued development of rectenna concept to format with high po'ver
handling capability, much higher capture and rectification efficiency,
and potentially low production cost.
L
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1. 2 .Major Microwave Collector-Converter Technology Developments
As a result of the early experience with the severe demands placed
upon the receiving portion of a free-space microwave power transmission system
and the discovery of the ability of the rectenna concept to cope with all of these
demands, the history of microwave collector/converter technology is almost ex-
clusively that of the development of the rectenna.
the following general requirements are placed upon the collector/
converter :
large aperture
high power handling capability
non-directive
high efficiency
ability to operate ef?iciently over a substantial frequency range
light weight
easy mechanical tolerances
ability to passively radiate any heat resulting from inefficient
operation
high reliability
very long life
naininaal radio frequency interference
IOW cost.
The rectenna has been found to successfully meet all of these require-
ments, with the possible exception of radio frequency interference. RFI, however
in the form of harmonic power, is a special problem that confronts both the trans-
mitter and the receiver. Since the harmonic levelmust be down to such low
levels to meet non-interference requirements and meeting it by wave filters would
result in such higher cost and reduced efficiency, the proper solution may be to
have an allocation of frequencies for the harmonics that are generated in the
system.
The rectenna has gone through a number of development stages _hose
nature was largely determined by the motivational influences of the period and the
state of development, of diodes. These stages are outlined with the aid of Table 1-2.
The microwave powered helicopter application was the dominant early
influence and was responsible for the initial development of two separate enabodi-
rraents of the rectenna concept. The very first rectenna, Figure l-3.which estab-
lished its general properties made use of a rectenna element characterized by a
halfwave dipole antenna terminated ;n a full-wave bridge. This development was
based upon an early study of the solid-state diode as an efficient rer.tifier of
microwave power by George (14) and its adaptation as a rectifier of free-space
radiation by Brown, et al. (15, 16) The rectenna elements were separated from
each other by approximately one-half wavelength. Unfortunately, such a con-
struction using the then existing point-contact diodes could not handle nearly
enough power density to be used for the demonstration of a microwave-powered
helicopter. A new configuration characterized by a dense compaction of diodes
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Figure 1-3. The first rectenna. Conceived at Raytheon Company, it was built
and tested by R. George of Purdue Universi_,y. Compos¢,d of 28 half-wave dip<,h,s
spaced one-half wave-length apart, each dipole terminated in a brid_te-typc re,tri-
fler made from four IN82G point-contact semi-conductor diodes. A reflectin_
surface consisting of a sheet of aluminum was placed one-quarter wavelen,,,th
behind the array.
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in a string-like construction in which the diodes themselves were part of the
collection process as well as the rectification process was developed and used
successfully in the early helicopter work. (Figures I-2 and i-4.)
In time coincidence with the demonstration of the helicopter, Hewlett
Packard Associates had developed a new physical format for a silicon Schottky
barrier diode with the potential for much greater reliability and power handling
capability than the point contact diode as well as offering considerably greater
efficiency. A number of these were forwarded by HPA for evaluation and their
superlorL.+y as rectifiers was confirmed by R.H. George (!8). They were not put
into a rectenna element format.
In the time period from 1965 until 1970 there was no direct support of
rectenna development from either government or industry. During this time
period, the Air Force did support the develop._nent of a helicopter which would
automatically position itself over the center o_ a microwave beam, a capability
necessary for the practical use of a microwave pow'_red helicopter.
However, a substantial umount of development work on the rectenna
was carried out by_ W.C, Brown using private funds and time during the1967 to
1968 time period. (191 This work was primarily aimed at designing a very light
weight rectenna structure which utilized a rectenna element format consisting of
a half-wave d_no_eantenna terminated in a full-bridge rectifier made up of HPA
2900 diodes (_ 7, -9) (Figure 1-5.) This work was important in that it established
the physical format of the reci.enna development effort that was to be undertaken
later at MSFC and that was also to be supported under MSFC contract at Raytheon
Company. It was also used in a demonstration of microwave power transmission
to the MSFC Director, Werner yon Braun, and his staff. This demonstration may
have been a decisive factor in a decision to undertake the support of this work at
MSFC during a time period of NASA contraction.
In Spetenaber 1970 a demonstration involving the measurement of C.e
various efficiencies in complete microwave power transmission system (DC ",
DC) was made at Marshall Space Flight Center (8) (Figure 1-6). The r_cte,_,a
used for this purpose, Figure 1-7, employed rectenna elements patterne¢_ a/_¢,r
those just discussed but developed to the point where their individual capture and
rectification efficiencies approximated 70_0. The configuration is important in
the context of rectenna development for sateiiite power stations [n'_hat the collec-
tion, rectification, and DC collection was performed in a single plane positioned
al_proxirnatelya quarter wave-length above the reflection plane. This is the in-
tended approach whose development was a part of the activity under this contract.
The MSFC demonstration of 1970 (8) indicated a number of deficien-
cies in the system including a rectenna colYection efficiency of only 74)_0 versus
the theoretical maximum of 100%. This love collection efficiency was associated
with improper spacing of the rectenna elements from each other in the rectenna
array.
It was therefore decided to space the elements more closely to each
other and, in addition, terminate the DC output of each r¢ctenna element in a
II
...... :-,-r-
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Figure 1-4. The special rectenna made for the first microwave-powered
helicopter. The array is 0.6 meters square and contains 4480 INS2G point-
contact rectifier diodes. Maximum DC power output was 200 watts.
Figure 1-5. Greatly improved rectenna made from improv_.d diodes (HPZgf}0_
which are commt, rcially available. The 0. _ meter square structure tvf,igh.,s
20 grams and can deliver 20 watts of output power.
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Figure 1-7. Close-up view of first rectenna developed by Rayth¢.,_n und,,r MSI:'C
contract. Microwave co!lector, rectification, an(' DC bussing of rrctificd pow_,r
are all carried out in one _,lane. Rcctenna elcmeT.t._ are connected in series.
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separate resistor to obtain a much greater range of data on the behavior of the
rectenna. This latter decision involved a change in the manner in which the DC
power was collected and instrumented. (20) The output of each rectenna element
was brought back through the reflector plane. This arrangement shown in
Figure 1-8 provided such an enhanced capability to study and understand the per-
formance of the rectenna that it was retained in the further development of the
rectenna. (See Figure 1-9 for the later adaptation to a more recent MSFC
rectenna.) The construction, however, is not economical and is not recommen-
ded for most applications.
the changed collection geometry as shown in Figure 1-8 improved the
collection efficiency to about 93%. Other changes improved the overall transmis-
sion, collection, and rectification considerably (Z0).
Because the diode rectifier is such an important element in the collec-
tion and rectification process, a search i or diodes which would improve the effi-
ciency and power handling capability of the rectenna has been a continuing proce-
dure. In 1971, Wes Mathei suggested that the Gallium Arsenide Schottky-barrier
diode that had reached an advanced state of development for Impart devices mi=ht
be a very good power rectifier and provided a number of diodes for testing. (1, 9)
These devices were indeed much better. Their revolutionary behavior in terms
of higher efficiency and much greater power handling capability rapidly became
the basis for the planning of improved rectenna performance.
The knowledge of the superior performance of this device was coinci-
dent with the advancement of the concept of the Satellite Solar Power Station by
Dr. Glaser of the A.D. Little Co. (21) The earliest investigation of a rectenna
design for this concept indicated that the economics of its construction would be
crucial and that mechanical and electrical simplicity of the collection and rectifi-
cation circuitry would be of paramount importance. This factor, combined with
the fact that no harmonic filters had existed in previous rectecna element designs
but would be necessary in any acceptable microwave power transmission syste_:_,
motivated a completely new direction of rcctenna element development. This n_,w
direction was the development of a rectenna element employing a single diode, in a
half-wave rectifier configuration with adequate wave filters to attenuate the, radia-
tion of harmonics and to store energy for the rectification process.
The construction of such a rectenna element and its insertion into a
DC bus collection system is shown in Figure 1-9. This rectenna element was used.
in the last phase of the MSFC sponsored work at Raytheon to construct a rectenna
1.21 meters in diameter which was illuminated by a gaussian beam horn (Figure
1-10). The combined collection and rectification efficiency of this rectenna was
measured at 80%.
A lower cost and slightly more efficient form of this rectenna element
was developed for the RXCV work sponsored by NASA at JPL. This element is
shown in Figures 1-11 and l_lg, together with a greatly simplified equivalent
electrical circuit of the device. The same electrical circuit applies to the MSFC
rectenna element of Figures 1- c, and 1710.
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Figure 1-8. Experimental s_t-up comprised of dual-mode horn and i,,_provcd
rectenna. The efficiency ratio of the, dc po\w,r fron- the, roctenna to the
microwave power at the input to the, dual-mode, horn was n_,asttrt, d and !ound
to be 60.2%.
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Figure i-9. Sketch of the Marshall Space Flight Center rectenna which was
constructed in spr£ng of 1974. Cutaway section of rectenna element shows
the two section input low pass filter, the diode, and a combination tuning ele-
ment and by-pass capacitor.
..__÷ _,: 72 72372
Figure 1-10. Photograph of the MSFC rl, ct(,nna constructed in 1_.74 under
test. Horn at left of picture illuminat_,s the rectenna (xvhit_, pan_,l) xxith a
Gaussian distribution of power. 1Rc,ctifi_,d DC po_(.r is coll(,¢'t(,_t fron_ r_,(--
tenna in circular ring path and dissipated in res.stiv¢, loads on th(. re, st pan(,1
at the right.
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Figure 1-11. Simplified Electrical
Schematic for the rectenna element
used in the RXCV receiving array
at the Venus site of the Jl°L Gold-
stone fac ility.
Figure l-12. l°hotograloh of rectenna element designed for JpT, RXCV
demonstration at Goldstone. This element represents the departure point
for the technology development being reported upon.
.The last measurements of overall system efficiency and overall
rectenna efficiency were made in March of 1975 at Raytheon Company with the
experimental setup shown in Figure 1- 1310 The rectenna elements used in the rec-
tenna array were those developed for the JPL RXCV demonstration at Goldstone
but optimized for performance at 2.45 GHz. In order to establish a greater
degree of credibility to the values of efficiency that might be obtained from the
setup the Quality Assurance department of the Jrt Propulsion Laboratory super-
vised the taking of the data. The overall DC to DC efficiency was measured at
54.18_0with a probable error of ± 0._4a/0. The overall collection efficiency of the
rectenna was mr, re difficult to ascertain because of the inaccuracy in determining
the fraction of the generated microwave power which is intercepted by the rec-
tenna. The most probable efficiency, however, was 82a/0. A schematic of the
test set up and the breakdown of efficiencies and inefficiencies is given in
Figure 1-14.
The last major rectenna effort (ii, 12) to be reported upon is the
relatively large scale reception-conversi.on subsystem (RXCV) for a microwave
power transmission system located at the Venus site of the JPL Goldstone facility
in the Mojave desert. This effort was not undertaken as a technology development
as such but nevertheless gave useful output in terms of (I) confirmation of the
reliability and efficiency of advanced diode design, (2) evaluation of rectenna sub-
array performance with incident uniform power density, (3) protective measures
to be taken to guard against rectenna failure with accidental load removal or with
unusual wave-forms of the envelope of the transmitted microwave power, (4)
protection of the rectenna elements from the atmospheric environment. The rec-
tenna shown in Figure 1-15 consisted of seventeen subarrays each i. 22 meters
square and containing 270 rectenna elements. The rectenna element shown in
Figures I-II and 1-12 that was designed for this application constitutes the point
of departure for the technology development program being reported upon.
The collection and conversion efficiency of this array was measured
to be 82% at a total DC output of 30 kilowatts.
1.3 Progress in Rectenna Efficiency Using Progress in Rectenna Elc, t _ent
Efficiency as an index.
The rectenna efficiency is given by the product of the microwave power
collection efficiency and the rectification or conversion efficiency. The maximum
theoretical collection efficiency is 100% and it has been measured at over 99%
efficiency by means of VSWR measurements of a probe in front of the array. The
validity of measuring collection efficiency by this-.means rests upon a small
amount of power being reflected from the rectenna and upon a gaussian distribu-
tion of energy in the incoming wave and in the reflected wave. These conditions
are closely approximated bT the set up shown in Figure 1- 13 where the gaussian
illumination is laid down by means of a dual-mode horn.
If it is assumed then that the collection efficiency can be made close
to I00%, it follows then that the efficiency of the conversion of the collected power
19
,Figure 1..13. Photograph of the microwave power transmission system at th,_
Raytheoz Co. in which a certified overall DC to DC efficiency of 54% was ob-
ta!ned in March 1975. Magnetron at left of picture converts dc power in[,')
microwave power which is fed into the _hroat of the dual-mode horn. The horn
illuminates the rectenna panel with a gaussian distribution of power. Rectified
dc power is collected from the rectenna in circular ring [,aths and is di:.sipated
in re:i_:;ve loads on the test panel at the right.
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Figure 1-14. Distribution of system and subsystem efficiencies (measured
and estimated) in the experiment to obtain a cer.+ified measurement of DC to
DC efficiency in March 1975 at the Raytheon Company.
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Figure 1-15. Photo of the 24.5 Square Meter Rectenna at the Venus Site of the
Goldstone Facility of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Power was transferred
by microwave beam over a distance of 1.6 km and converted ,,_to over 30 kW
of cw power which was dissipated in lamp and resistive load. Of the micro-
wave power impinging upon the rectenna, over 82% was converted into dc power.
The rectenna consisted of 17 subarrays, each of which was instrumented separ-
ately for efficiency and power output measurements. Each rectcnna housed
270 rectenna elements, each consisting of a half-wave dipole, an input filter
section, and a Schottky-barrier diode rectifier and rectification circuit. The
dc outputs of the rectenna elements were combined in a series-parallel arrange-
ment that produced up to 200 volts across the output load. Each subarray was
protected by means of a self-resetting crowbar in the event of excessive inci-
dent power or load malfunction. Each diode was self-fused to clear it from
short-circuiting the array in the event of a diode failure.
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into DC power is really the measure of the overall rectenna element efficiency
where the rectenna element is defined as shown in Figure lrll.
The progress that has been made in rectenna element efficiency as
determined by test equipment to be described in Section 2.0 of this report is
shown in Figure 1-16. According to Figure 1-16 the efficiency has now exceeded
90°70. The validity of this figure is the subject of discussion in Section 2.0 of this
report. The progress in efficiency is closely associated with the use of improved
diodes but the choice of circuitry is also important.
1.4 The Energy Problem and the Solar Power Satellite Concept as Factors
in Determining the Extent and Direction of Rectenna Development
The early stages of rectenna development were carried out in
response to the need for high altitude atmospheric platforms that could stay aloft
indefinitely propelled by the power beamed to them by microwaves, and for the
transmission of power from one vehicle to another in space where wire trans-
mission would be impractical. There was no generally recognized energy
problem at that time and certainly no general recognition that our budding space
capability could be associated with fulfilling an energy need should one exist.
Now, of course, the energy problem is well recognized, as it is also
recognized that the use of electrical power is growing at a faster rate than our
requirements for energy as awhole and that there is a strong indication that the
electrical growth rate will be further increased as energy consumers turn to elec-
trical power as a substitute for natural gas and oil. Unfort'anately, the present
methods of generating electrical power pollute the environment and consume
natural resources at a prodigious rate. Under these circumstances it is only
natural that we turn to the sun and investigate it as an anx,;er to our electrical
energy requirements. However, two serious problems confront us when we seek
to use if for this purpose. The first problem is its diffuse nature which makes it
difficult to capture in large amounts without enormously large and expensive
physical structures. The second problem is its low duty cycle and only partial
dependability. We can be certain of its unavailability at night, but never certain
of its availability in the daytime with an intensity sufficient for electrical energy
producing purposes.
Out in space in geosynchronous orbit, however, the sun is available
over 99% of the time and its infrequent and short term eclipses by the earth can
be precisely predicted and planned for. That desirable condltion would be of no
practical importance if it were not possible to place large energy collecting
arrays into synchronous orbit and in some manner get that energy back to earth
where it is needed. Dr. Glaser (21, 22) was the first to point ou_ that we ¢ould
combine chree technologies, all developed within the past 20 years, to accomplish
this task. These three technologies are (1) the new capability to transport mater-
ial into space, (2) the solar photovoltaic cell which directly converts solar flux into
DC electrical power, and (3) free space power tra_xsmission by means of a micro-
wave beam. As a result of this proposal and initial feasibility study performed by
a team made up of personnel from Arthur D. Little, Inc., Raytheon Company,
22
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Grumman Aerospace Corporation, and Textron Inc., the concept was accepted
for study by NASA. (23, 2_) Subsequent studies supported by NASA (25, 26, 27)
have not only confirmed its technical feasibility but have established the possibi-
lity of it being economically competitive in the future with conventional and other
advanced approaches to electrical energy production.
One of these studies was devoted to the microwave power transmis-
sion system associated with the solar power satellite. (26) The study confirmed
the previous finding that to be most economical the power rating of the systems
would be large. The typical rectenna would receive over five gigawatts of micro-
wave power, and have an area of 70 square kilometers. The maximum power per
rectenna element would be 1.5 watts while the minimum would be 0.15 watts, al-
though there is a good reason to believe that in the eventual system these power
levels may be increased by a factor of two. The rectenna would have to be fully
environmentally protected and have to meet cost goals by a low material cost per
unit area an_t by a low-cost material handling operation which would convert basic
materials into completed rectenna subarrays at high speed.
I. 5 Obiectives of the Technology Development Reported Upon in this
Report
The previous sections have been included to serve as a background
for understanding the appropriateness of the objectives of the technology develop-
n]ent to be reported upon, and for understanding the approaches to achieving
those objectives.
The broad objective of the effort covered in the subsequent sections
of this report is to improve those features of the rectenna which are important to
its function in a full scale solar power satellite system. One feature of particu-
lar importance is the efficiency associated with the rating of the individual cle-
ment in the system. Surprisingly the problem is not one of power handling capa-
bility since the element has more than enough power handling capability. The
problem lies rather in the reduced efficiency that is obtained at the lower power
levels which arc more representative of the manner in which the rectenna is uscc
in the solar power satellite. Hence, one objective was to do those things tc both
circuit and diode which would improve efficiencies at lower power levels.
Another objective was to develop better instrumentation and proce-
dures to provide better resolution in measurements and to provide a higher con-
fidence level in the efficiency measurements being made. Finally, but of great
importance, was the first iteration of an electrical and mechan,cal design aimed
at the high speed, low-cost fabrication of a fully environmentally protected rec-
tenna. The achievement of this latter objective is crucial to the credibility of the
economic aspect of the satellite power system.
2.0 IMPROVEMENTS IN TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING THE EFFICIENCY
AND LOSSES OF RECTENNA ELEMENTS; MATHEMATICAL MODELING
AND COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE RXCV RECTENNA ELEMENT
2. I Introduction
As indicated in Section 1.0, there have been many improvements in
the rectenna over a period of time. One of the major improvements has been in
the overall efficiency of the rectenna. The overall efficiency is the product of
the absorption or collection efficiency and the conversion efficiency. Since it is
known that the absorpt{on efficiency is theoretically 100% and that this has been
closely approached experimentally, the concern with respect to efficiency is now
centered upon the conversion efficiency which is a property of the rectenna
element. Improvements in conversion efficiency of the rectenna element through
circuit and diode improvements have been an important part of the current tech-
nology development contract.
As incremental improvements in the efficiency of the rectenna element
have become smaller, and as further techniques for improving the efficiency have
become less obvious, the need has arisen for more refined measurements. The
need exists for increased sensitivity of the measurements, for greater confidence
in the data from which the efficiency figures are computed, and for better repeat-
ability of measurements over an extended period of time. The need also exists for
a more accurate breakdown of where the losses are occurring in the structure.
There is also the need for a tool with which to examine the current
and voltage waveforms within this highly non-linear device in great detail - not
only to suggest improvements in efficiency but also to anticipate failure mechan-
isms to which the waveforms could contribute. This may best be done by means
of computer simulation.
A great deal of progress has been achieved in all of these areas (luring
this technology development program. Much better quantitative data has bt:(,n
obtained in the division between circuit losses and diode losses in the rectenna
elements. This data is in the form of both experimental and computer simulation
data. In general, there is good agreement between the two kinds of data. The
availability of this loss data has made it possible to prepare a balance sheet
between the microwave power going into the system and the DC power and the
losses coming out of the system. A good balance between the input and the output
power and loss measurements, together with an estimate of the error involved in
each of the detailed measurements involved, leads to a better confidence in the
rectenna element efficiency.
The successful mathematical model'and computer simulation program
resulting from this study is potentially a tool of great importance. Althou_hused
with some effectiveness in this study, its application was limited because of a
substantial cost involved in applying it more broadly and because of the greater
priority of other items within the contract.
b
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2.2 Techniques for Measuring the Efficienc F and Losses of Rectenna
E lenaents
2. 2. 1 Measurement Equi_oment
Raytheon Company, in part supported by contracts from Marshall
Space Flight Center and Jet Propulsion Laboratory, has established a number of
experimental techniques which were used to advantage in this technology develop=
Q .....
meat contract. (') One of these tochntques ts the measurement of mdtvtdual rec-
tenna element performance in an expanded waveguide fixture which tends to simu-
late its behavior and performance x_;ithin the cell area that it occupies in the
rectenna. This is a closed system from which there is no microwave leakage.
The microwave input to the fixture can be calibrated to within 0.5% of the power
standard maintained at Raytheon and periodically checked at the National Bureau
of Standards at Boulder, Colorado. A photograph of this set up is reproduced in
Figure 2-i. The equipment is used to make accurate impedance n_easuremen_s
with the addition of a movable-probe VSWR indicator.
Another piece of equipment which was effectively used in the
measurements program to improve rectenna element design is the unbalanced
version of the rectenna element and its associated coax-line test equipment. This
piece of equipment is shown in Figures 2-Z and Z-3. The technique is to use a
ground plane to sin_ulate one side of a balanced transnaission line. This allows a
coax line to be connected to the rectenna elen_ent so that n_easurements can be
n]ade over a very broad band of frequencies without the introduction of waveguide
n_odes which would occur in the set up of Figure 2-I. This feature can be used re
great advantage in the nqeasurement of harmonic power at the input terminals of
the low pass filter. Figure 5-2 shows a directional coupler placed before the
VSWR probe for this purpose. Another useful aspect of the unbalanced set-ap is
that probes to the microwave current anti voltage wavefornas in the rectenna
circuit of the rcctenna el_,mcnt can be set into the ground plane.
The ground plane test fixture can also bt, modified as shown in
Figures 2-4 and 2-5 to ac,'ommodate the two thermistors of a thermistor brid,,,e
to measure the losses in tht, diode. This experimental technique is based upon
the fact that the heat sink of the diode cannot detect tht, difference between heat
which is generated by microwaves and heat which is generated by DC power, l_e
thermistor bridge can theft, fore be accurately calibrated with DC power dissipated
in the diode. The thermistor bridge technique for measuring diode dissipation
was developed under this contract.
A very important test equipment is the complete microwave power
transmission system shown in Figure 1-13 in which DC to DC efficiency has been
certified (10). The major use of this equipment was to permit substitution of the
two plane rectenna constructioza developed under this contract into the rectenna
to determine its behavior in a full rectenna environm,,nt.
2. 2.2 Calibration of Microwave Power Irput
I, a rectenna element development program it is essential that the
value of microwave power input to the rectenna element under test be accurately
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Figure 2-3. Close-up View of the "Split" Rectenna Element Mounted
on the Ground-Plane Test Fixture.
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Figure 2- 5. View of the Back Side of the Ground-Plane Test Fixture
Showing the Mounting of the Two Thermistors Which are
Used in a Bridge to Measure the Diode Losses. The
Thermistors Measure the Temperature Drop Across the
Heat Flow Path from the Diode Heat Sink to the large
Heat Sink of the Heavy Brass Plate.
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established. The efficiency of the rectenna element as given by the ratio of D("
power output to microwave power input depends upon it. Mor.,,over in this devt_l-
opment dealing with refinements in efficiency, an efficiency improvemt.nt of 1 /0
is important. It is therefore necessary that the measurement scnsistivity be
considerably less than 1%, and it is desirable that repeatability in the measure-
ment of efficiency be within a small fraction of I%.
The microwave power standard that is used at Raytheon was
calibrated at 2450 MHz at the National Bureau of Standards in Boulder, Colorado
in the summer of 1975. The probable error in this calibration was ±0.34% _''
It is estimated that another probable error of 0.5% is involved in
the calibration of the test set-ups at the two to ten watt level where the use of a
calibrated attenuator is necessary, and about 0.3% at the 100 milllwatt level.
The 100 milliwatt level is the same level as the calibrated standard so it is not
necessary to use calibrated attenuators at this power level. Calibrations were
m_de for both the expanded waveguide test fixture and for the fixture with the RF
Ground plane.
The block diagram for the calibration of the incident microwave
power upon the rectenna element test fixture with the use of the Raytheon micro-
wave power standard calibrated by the Bureau of Standards is shown in Figure
2-'6. The power standard is placed at the point where the test fixture attaches
and the 432A power meter or other suitable power meter is calibrated against
this standard. This arrangement eliminates the: errors in the calibration of the
directional coupler and in the power meter itself. A digital readout is used on
the power meter to eliminate operator error in reading the power meter.
Calibrations at the 90 milliwatt level and at the 4 watt level were
made for each of the two test fixtures. The n_icrowave power standard itself is
calibrated at the 90 nlilliwatt level. It is therefore necessary to insert calibra-
ted incident power at the 4 watt level. The block diagram shows this attenuation
to be 15.95 dB.
Precaution is taken to eliminate errors in the calibration of inci-
dent microwave power, and errors in subsequent efficiency measurements on
rectenna elements, caused by reflections of power at various interfaces in the
system. The reading of power in the forward direction is affected by any r,,fh:c-
tion of reverse directed power from an impedance mismatch at the source. }3y
means of the three port circulator and the coax matching section, this revt, r_c,
directed power can be absorbed so well that the resulting forward dir,rcted powt, r
can be held to less than one percent of the reverse :lirectcd power. The result of
this adiu.,,tment is that a change from a match condition to a full short at tht, input
The uncertainty of the accuracy of the microwave power standard will b,. a
major factor in obtaining an accurate efficiency measurement on the rectt'nna
element.. For this reason, the present calibration of the Raytheon standard
has been discussed with Mr. Paul Hudson, Program Chief, RF Powt, r, Cur-
rent and Voltage Section of the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo-
rado. Ht_ statement to the was that if a perfectly naatched termination is
used on the standard, a 2-sigma confidence level corresponds to a : l _b c, rror.
It fo!lows that the probable error is _ 0.34%.
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to the rectenna element test fixture will cause the measurement of incident
power tovary by only 1%. Since the measurement of rectenna element efficiency
takes place under reasonably well matched conditions, we can be well assured
that the measurement of incident power is affected to less than 0.1°70 by reflected
]?ower during any efficiency measurement of rectenna elements.
Likewise, any errors in the measurement of reflected power from
t_:e expanded waveguide test fixture that might be caused by a mismatch in the
coax to waveguide transmission unit is eliminated by terminating the WR 430
waveguide at the normal point of attachment of the expanded waveguide test fix-
ture with a precision-matched waveguide termination load and then adjusting the
waveguide matching section near the coax to waveguide transition so that a mini-
mum of reverse power is indicated by the directional coupler.
In the use of the microwave power standard for calibration pur-
poses, any reflected power from the standard and from the waveguide-to-coax
transition is matched out to a reflection of less than 0.02% as measured by the
slotted waveguide VSWR detector by adjustment of the matching section located
on the outboard side of the slotted waveguide detector.
Finally, in order to eliminate any measurement error caused by
Znd and 3rd harmonic outp,_t from the 10 watt TWT Amplifier, a low pass filter
was inserted between the ::WT and the input to the measurement system.
2. Z. 3 Measurement of Diode Losses
The basis for being able to make s.ccurate measurements of micro-
wave losses in the diode is that the heat flow geometry for getting rid of the heat
from dissipation losses in the semiconductor chip in the diode package is the
same whether the heat comes from insertion of DC power or from microwave
power. (It is assumed that all of the microwave losses and all of the DC losses
taking place within the diode e_velope originate in the semiconductor chip. ) If
it is then possible to build a sensitive sensor to indicate the heat flow from the
diode, one can calibrate this sensor by the injection of accurately measured DC
power into the diode. The sensing arrangemen%for doing this is shown in
Figures 2-4 and Z-5.
The bridge consisting of two thermistors was used primarily
because of the great sensitivity of the thermistors to a change in temperature.
One thermistor was placed adjacent to the heat sink of the diode while the other
thermistor was placed in the larger system heat sink across an impedance to the
heat flow.
A number of factors are of interest in this arrangement. One of
these, of course, is the sensitivity of the system or how small an increment of
heat dissipation it will resolve. Another is the system noise. The response of
_he system to a change in the heat input to the diode is of interest. Still another
is the linearity of the _ystem and its sensitivity to a change in the ambient tem-
perature of the heat sink.
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In discussing the data that was taken to respond to these areas of
interest it should be realized that the object was to develop this method to the
point of usefulness in our measurements and not to refine it to its fullest capa-
b _ILty.
The sensitivity of the arrangement is best indicated by the
measurements that were made in the calibration process and by the residual
drift in the system. Figure 2-7 shows a typical calibration curve of output of
the thermistor bridge as a function of DC power dissipated in the diode.
The slope of the curve shown in Figure 2-7 is 0. 188 millivolts per
milliwatt. On the other hand as Figure 2-8 indicates, the drift of the zero on
the thermistor bridge shows thata variation of as much as 0.4 millivolts can
occur within a time period of a minute. Thus it would appear that the resolution
of the system is in the range of two milliwatts. Larger variations that occur
over a time period of several minutes can be eliminated by rebalancing the
thermistor bridge,
Figure 2-9 indicates the typically fast response time of the
measuring system to a step function of applied or removed power. The time
constant is nine seconds, so that the steady state is reached in less than a
minute. About one minute was allowed for taking a point of data if a high degree
of accuracy was wanted.
The ambient temperature of the system heat sink has an impact
upon measurement accuracy and should be taken into consideration by taking the
experimental daLa at the same ambient temperature at which the thermistor
bridge is calibrated. The mass o[the heat sink is about 2000 grams and its heat
storage is about 160 calories or about 670 watt seconds. Hence, if there were no
other means of dissipating the heat than absorbing it in the mass of the brass
plate, about 20 minutes would be required for the plate to increase its tempera-
ture by one degree Centigrade.
2.2.4 A Check on Measurement Accuracies b.y Balancinl_ Measurements
of Input Microwave Power Against the Sum of the I'easurement s
of DC Power Output, ..,Diode Losses, and Circuit Losses
A primary objective of the measurement portion of this technology
development program has been the development of measuremen*, techniques
which will provide high confidence in the measured rectenna element' s overall
effic:.ency and which will also provide an accurate measurement of the major
losse:s in the system. This objective has been achieved by measuring the micro-
wave power input as accurately as possible and comparing this with the sum of
the DC power output, the diode losses, and the circuit losses.
All of these measurements have some error associated with them.
The bC power output measurement has a relatively small error associated with
the measurement of voltage across a known resistance. The probable error of
these measurements is estirn'ated to be +0. 20% of the absorbed microwave power.
,, L..
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The diode losses are. accurately measured by the technique
described in Section 2.2.3. The measurements themselves are accurate to
within 2% at diode loss levels corresponding to incident power levels of two watts
or more. Since the diode losses at these power levels are typically less than
10°Y0 of the absorbed microwave power, the measurement un_ertaintywith respect
to the absorbed microwave power corresponds to a probable error of 0.2%. This
of course, is considerably better than the measurement of the microwave power
input and no further refinement is necessary.
The measurement of the circuit losses (other than those in the
diode itself) represent the remainder of the energy output of the system. Getting
an estimate of these losses can be approached in two ways. One of these is by
computer simulation to be discussed in Section 2.3. In the mathematical model
the skin resistances in the circuit are modeled and givena value. An accurate
computatio_ of power losses is then provided by the computer simulation of the
overall functioning of the rectenna element. Typically, all of the circuit losses
amount to 2.15%, of which 1.9% represents circuit losses in the microwave input
filter, and 0.25% is the remainder. However, the validity of the results from
computer simulation depend upon the assumptions made with respect to skin
resistance.
Another approach to establishing these losses is to make an
insertion loss measurement upon the input filter which the computer simulation
(as well as simpler analysis} indicates is the major portion of the circuit losses.
These losses were measured to be 2.37%± 0.3°70 at the fundamental frequency,
and seen to be 0.47%higher than those obtained by computer simulation. They
are believed to be more valid because no assumptions of the skin resistance were
needed. We have decided to use the measured value of 2.37% for the input filter
losses and to add to this the 0.25% for the rest of the circuit losses as deter-
mined by computer simulation. Thus, the circuit losses are established as
2.62°70 and the probable error associated with this is 0.4%.
The probable error of the individual measurements is listod
below :
P.E. of,nicrowave pgv,,er input _easurement
P.E. of diode dissipation losses
P.E. of circuit losses
P.E. of D.C. power output measurement
±0.6% of absorbed micro-
wave power
±0.2 of absorbed micro-
wave power
±0.4% of absorbed micro-
wave power
• 0.2% of absorbed micro-
wave power
From the listing, the composite probable error of balancing
microwave power input against the sum of dc power output, diode losses, and
circuit losses may be computed. It is found to be *_0.75%.
In Table 2-I, the DC power output, diode losses, and circuit
losses are given in terms of their ratio to the absorbed microwave power in the
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"FABLE 2) I
DC Power Output) Diode i.osses and Circuit I.oss(._
as _'Q of Ab_rbed Microwave Power <
i [ii_;"
r,!L •
A
Incident
Mie rowave
Power
Level
0. I00
0. Z00
0.400
0. 600
0. 800
I. 000
2. 000
3. 000
4. 000
5.00
6. O0
7.00
8.0
8.0
8.0
B C D E F G ':
DC Load Absorbed Reflected DC Output Diode Losses Measured and
Resistance Po_'er in Power as .% of as % of Computed
(ohn_s) Element (Watts) C C Circuit Lo_ses
Watts) % of C
80 0.085 0.015 56.50 36.0 2.62
80 0.180 0.020 66.70 28.26 2.62
80 0.375 0.025 74.30 21.86 2.62
80 0.573 0.027 77.80 18.84 2.62
80 0.772 0.028 80.00 17.34 2.62
80 0. OQl 0.009 82.30 14.30 2.62
80 1.097 0.003 86.12 11.33 2.62
80 3.000 0.000 87.60 10.17 2.62
80 3.qo8 0.002 88.45 0.24 2.62
80 4.q92 0.008 8q.06 8.77 2.62
80 5. u84 O.016 89.50 8.39 2.62
80 6.072 0.028 89.95 8.11 2.62
80 7. o_7 0.043 90.26 7._3 2.62
90 "._g8 0.062 Q0.59 7.51 2. b2
100 7. S_0 0.1_0 q0.54 7.40 2.62
H
Total
Measured
Losses and
DC Power
Output
E+F+G
o5.12
97.58
98.78
o9.26
99.96
99.22
100.07
100.39
100.31
100.45
100.51
100.68
100.81
100.72
100.56
1
100% - It
4.88
2. O2
1.22
0.74
0.04
0.78
-0.07
-0.39
-0.31
-0.45
-0.51
-0.68
-0.81
-0.7Z
-0.56
}" i,
Test mad,. use of grounch.d-l)lanl" test fixture and diode No.
40593 - ('PXIG No. 13. ,t (iaAs-Pt standard reference diode.
This value is a compo._ih, of folloxving measured and computed inputs.
Measured loss at hmdamental frequency in microwave input fnlter is 2._t7'_'_ i 0.3_
Computer simulat|on of loss including harmonics in input filter is 1.83_.
Computer simulation of oth,.r circuit losses is 0.2_'_,'0.
Computer sin_ulation of all circuit losst.s is typically 2.08%.
The decision was to add the m_,.ss_red inFut filt,,r loss at 2.37% to the 0.25% "other c_r_uit h_sses" computed by
computer and add an uncertainty factor )o giv,, 2.62 _ 0.4%.
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rectenna element over a wide range of power levels. The efficiency of the rec-
tenna element as measured by the ratio of DC power output to microwave power
absorbed is seen to vary from a low of 56% at 100 mill[watts of incident power to
90.5% for a power input of 8 watts. The diode losses are observed to vary from
36% to 7.4% of the absorbed microwave power. The circuit losses are assumed
to remain constant• at 2.62%. When the DC power output is added to the sum of
the diode losses and circuit losses the total sum as represented as a percentage
of the absorbed microwave power is seen to be very close to 100% and within the
probable error of 0.75%previously established, over an appreciable portion of
the range of input power levels examined.
All of the data given in Table 2-1 was obtained with the use- of
the ground-plane test fixture shown in Figure 2-2, since the diode loss measure-
ments can onlybe made with the aid of this test fixture. The measurements %vere
also made with the use of diode 40593-Cl:)X1G #13 which was one of the standard
reference diodes obtained from the RXCV program. The Schottky barrier was
platinum on Gallium Arsenide. A metallic shield was placed over the rectenna
element to improve the efficiency.
Most of the information given in Table 2-1 is given in graph
form in Figure 2-10.
Of especial interest is the manner in which the diode losses
are shown to vary in Figure 2-10. The diode losses follow very accurately a
curve described by the equation=
A
Diode Loss % = _ + B aslevel.a function of input power
where for the curve of diode losses in Figure 2.10
(1)
A = 10.04
B = 4.212
The first term in the expression also closely approximates the
following relationship
0.90 Volt
0.90 Volt + DC voltage across load resistor
(2)
in which 0.9 volt represents a fixed voltage drop in the forward direction inde-
pendent of current level and is analogous to the brush drop in a DC generator or
motor. Therefore, it is seen that the diode loss in the particular diodt: obs,,rvcd
has a constant term B which amounts to 4.22% of the absorbed microwave power
and a variable term A which reflects the relationship of a fixed voltaue drop
in
across the Scho_tky barrier to the total dc voltage developed. For goo5 efficiency
it is obvious that this voltage drop should be as low as possible, and this is the
prime reason for shifting to a GaAs-W barrier in the Schottky diode.
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_'i_ure Z- 1G. The DC power output, losses in the microwave diode,
and losses in the input f_lter e[rcuit are shown as e. per-
centage of the microwave power absorbed by the reetenna
element as a function of incident microwave power level.
The sum of all of these is then eon_pared with the absorbed
microwave power.
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In conclusion it is observed that the balancing procedure just
described and used in one example greatly improves confidence in the accuracies
of all the measurements. The establishment of probable errors for each of the
individual measurements eliminates the possibility of two or more gross meas-
urement errors offseting each other to provide false confidence. Even greater
confidence r_sults from including further results of computer simulation to be
described in Section 2.3.
In the quest for higher efficiency, it is noted that She diode it-
self is the greatest source of loss particularly at the lower power levels. The
circuit loss at approximately 3% is relatively small and tends to be independent
of power level. However, at the lower power levels, it may be found that a
circuit which greatly reduces the diode losses may significantly increase the
circuit loss.
.Li,
2.3 The Development of a Mathematical Model of the Rectenna Element
Together with Computer Simulation Program and its Use
2.3. 1 Introduction
A major feature that characterizes the present standard design of
the recten_a element that has been used in the establishment of 54% DC to DC
microwave power transmission efficiency and in the successful JPL demonstra-
tion of power transmission over a distance of 1.6 km is the use of a single
diode shunted across a transnlission line and used as a half-wave rectifier. This
approach was adopted in 197E and represented a distinct departure from the full
wave bridge rectifier design that had been used up to that time with a high de_zree
of success. A principle reason for the departure was a simultaneous recogni-
tion of the need for a better unde_rstanding of the functioning of the rectenna
element and the difficulty of analyzing the device because of the complexity intro-
duced by its h'gh non-linearity and harmonic contect for the wetve fern,s. Ob-
viously, if an analysis were to be attempted, the initial effort would be made
easier by the simpler math model afforded by the half=wave rectifier approach.
A substantial start on such a mathematical model and computer simulation pro=
gram was made by E.E. Eves of Raytheon at that time but the contractual sup-
port was not sufficient to finish the work. (9)
Meanwhile, many advantages afforded by the rectenna element
with a half-wave rectifier had become evident. Acceptable efficiencies were
being measured, and it was recognized that for the "power from space" applica-
tion a single GaAs diode would adequately handle the power requirement placed
upon a single rectenna element.
With the realization of an apparently efficic;A and practical rectenna
element the role of a computer simulation program has shifted to an exploratory
tool for further optimization of the efficiency and to hcll_ expose any phenomena
that might be a source of trouble at some time in the future but which had thus
far not been detected expet;irr.entaiiy. It is of interest that one such phenomena
seemed to have been uncovered. This will be discussed later in this section. In
this connection, it has been generally noted that many subtle problems are en-
countered in the production of items that were never encountered in their develop-
ment, simply because the production situation presents a better chance
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for an unusual mix or an unusual alignment of factors nec,-,_sar_r for the occur-
rence of the phenomena.
From the viewpoint of optimizing efficiency, the computer
simulation program wtllbccome very valuable in the future, because it is pos-
sible to change one parameter and observe its effects upon efficiency while the
other parameters remain constant. This is often difficult to do experimentally
if we are dealing with a resolution of 0.1% in efficiency. It is also probable that
the chance alignment of parametric factors becomes more important as efficiency
refinements deal with small improvement in efficiency, say from 91% to 92%.
Obviously such computer simulation becomes very valuable in a quality _,ssur-
ante program where the objective is to maintain efficiency within very tight tol-
erences and above all to avoid highly destruc_.ive mechanisms.
•",a 1975 Dr. Joseph Nahas (28,29) reported upon Math modeling
and computer simulation that he had successfully carried out for a rectenna ele-
ment modeled after the standard RXCV rectenna element in many respects. The
contract for which this final report is being written was issued in 1975 and con-
rained a task in which the RXCV element was to be math modeled and its opera-
tion simulated with a computer program. This aspect of the contract was assign-
ed to E.E. Eves of Raytheon. He was assisted by Phil Knight. They requested
and obtained a copy of Nahas' s computer simulation program, which was of con-
s iderable aid to them.
Although Nahas' s basic approach to the problem was ve_'y
similar to that which had been taken by Eves in the earlier time period ('4J,
Dr. Nahas's program was not used directly or modified for two reasons, it did
not directly model the RXCV element, and the detail of the math modeling was
so great that the computer time to obtain performance data represented an ex-
pense that the present contract could not support. Further, we wanted to com-
pare the results of the computer simulation with experimentally measured values
of diode dissipation and the latter could be obtained only with the use of the
ground-piane fkxture which omits a consideration of the half wave dipole input.
Hence, the modeling of the antenna was eliminated. This provided considerable
simplification. The skin losses were modeled only for the fundamental frequency
and the number of filter sections to be modeled was two rather than five in the
Nahas model. This represented additional sbnplification. However, every
effort was made to simulate the diode charactc_'istics and function very accurate-
ly, starting with the most basic characteristic of the junction itself. Further
precautions were taken in setting up the program to eliminate computer errors
at points of sharp discontinuity. Prcdictor-corrector routines were incorporatod------
as they were in the Nahas program.
Bo_.h the Nahas and the Eves-Knight computer simulation pro-
grams depend upon watching the buildup of the current and voltage waveforms
from a transient to a steady state condition in the rectenna element after the step
application of micra.rave power input. The convergence to a steady state con-
clition for the Eves-Knight program requires about 20 cycles. The number of
steps within a cycle is 8192 and a printout is made of designated parameters 128
times at equal intervals in the last cycle. The computer time required to obtain
the results from one set of input parameters is 3 minutes on a CDC6700 comp,Jt,r.
The c_st is about $20.00 per set of data.
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}The Eve' s-Knight computer simulation program records the
losses within the rectenna element, divided up into approximately twenty loca-
tions. It computes harmonic coefficients up to the fifth harmonic in a Fourier
analysis of five different wave forms. It prints out several key currents and
voltages as a function of time.
The complete description of the Eves-Knight math-modeling
and computer simulation program and one example of its use and print out of
data is shown in AppendixA. In the remainder of this section a brief introduction
to the modeling and some typical results of the computer simulation will be
presented. The results of the computer simulation will then be compared with
the experimental data obtained from the ground plane test set up.
2.3.2 Mathematical Model of the Rectenna Element
The electrical schematic model of the rectenna element in its
simplest form is shown in Figure i-II. The element is seen to consist of half-
wave dipole antenna, a two section low-pass filter, and a rectification circuit
consisting of a Schottky-barrier diode in shunt across the circuit, an inductive
section of line to resonate with the diode capacitance, and a capacitance to store
energy and to remove harmonic content in the DC output power. The dipole
antenna is matched to space, and the characteristic impedance of the filter is
matched to the terminal hmpedance of the dipole. The input low pass filter, in
addition to attenuating harmonic power, also acts as a buffer between the sinu-
soidalIy periodic input and the abrupt switching action of the diode.
This simplistic model is not at all adequate for a computer
simulation program. The behavior of the diode needs to be modeled in great
detail. The sections of transmission line which are a portion of the low pass
filter need to be broken down into short sections so that the lumped-ne_.,vork
equivalent of these sections will suitably handle the higher harmonic currents
which will flow in the filter sections, the computer simulation program is
completely in the time-domain. The manner in which this is done, the number
of divisions made, and the assignment of values : R, L and C to these divisions
is clearly explained in Appendix A.
2.3.3 A Representative Set of Data Resulting from the Use of the
Computer Simulation Progra!.__
Figure 2-11 represents a simplified schematic of the circuit
elements of the mathematical model for the comp,:ter simulation program pre-
sented in Appendix A. The chief purpose of Figure 2-11 is to indicate the
current and voltage parameters which are presented as a function of time during
the rf cycle in Figures 2-12 and 2-13 respectively.
The particular set of data corresponds to the test arrangement
for the RXCV circuit element and diode on the ground-plane test fixture. The dc
power output level is 2.969 watts and the load resistance is 80 ohms - the value
usually used for tests in the ground-plane test fixture. The complete set of data
is given in Appendix A together with the graphs replotted in this section as
Figures 2-12 and 2-13.
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Figures 2-12 and 2-13 in conjunction with other readouts from
the computer simulation pregram, permit a number of statements to be made
about the behavior of the rectenna element.
lo There are no current or voltage spikes whose presence,
if severe, is usually associated with a life failure
n,echanism.
. In Figure 2-13 it will be seen by observing the diode
junction voltage VDj as it swings into the positive voltage
region, that the conduction period is about 105 ° .
. There is a large amount of diode current flow during the
non-conduction period which is caused by the charging
and discharging of the diode capacitance. This repre-
sents a loss as the charging current must flo_v through
the series resistance of the diode. It will be recalled
that the series resistance in the forward direction
remains constant during the forward conduction cycle but
decreases considerably as the voltage swings away from
the zero-bias value. The total loss in the series resis-
tance integrated over the entire cycle as printed out is
121.7 milliwatts or 3.73°70 of the input power. Of this,
82 milliwatts or 2. 520/0 is represented by losses in the
series resistance of the diode in the forward conduction
period; while 40 milliwatts or 1.23070 represents a loss
through this resistance in the reverse direction. The
loss in the Schottky junction itself is 170 milliwatts or
5.22% of the input power. Finally, the skin losses in
the rectenna element amount to 68 miIliwatts or 2.08%.
The total losses as given by the computer simulation
program are therefore i1.03% of the power input. This
compares well with 12.8_0 obtained experimentally as
noted in Table 2-1. It compares more closely if a
Schottky junction voltage drop of 0.9 volts observed
experimentally is used in place of the 0.65 volts assumed
theoretically. Under these circun stances the Schottky
junction loss becomes 7.22_/o and the total losses become
13.03% - very close to the 12.8% observed experimen-
tally.
. It will be noted that there is a small an,. unt of ripple on
the output filter capacitance. The maximum voltage is
15.8 volts and the minimum is 15.1. When this ripple is
broken down into the harmonics, the first harmonic is
found to have an rms value of 0.246 volts, representing
a power in the load resistance of 0.75 milliwatts. The
second harmonic is down by almost a factor of 100 from
this value.
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Z. 4 Agreement of Computer Simulation Data with Experimental Measure-
ments.
2.4.1 Comparison of Simulated Efficiency and Losses with Those
Measured Experimentally.
Figure 2-14 compares the data obtained by math modeling and
computer simulation with that obtained experimentally. It will be noted that
there are two kinds of computer sirr.alation data. One kind uses the theoretical
characteristics of an ideally designed Schottky barrier diode and the other uses
the voltage drop across the diode as determined by DC measurements, The
difference in these two measurements may not necessarily be at the Schottky
barrier whose properties have been theoretically characterized hut may be a
voltage drop assoc[ated with the back ohmic contact which may not be purely
ohmic but is partially__a Schottky barrier.
The circuit losses as determined by the computer in Figure
Z-14 tend to check the experimentally measured losses at values of microwave
power input of 1 watt or more as discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.4. How-
ever, it is of interest that at the 300 milliwatt input level the computed losses
are about Z. 5g0 higher than at high levels. If this computation is valid it could
account for the failure to obtain a power balance at the 300 milliwatt level by
about 3_0. The circuit losses had been assumed constant at all power levels.
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3.0 RECTENNA ELEMENT CIRCUIT MODIFICATIONS
3. 1 Introduction
The activities reported upon in this section are as follows:
(1)
(z)
Modification of the circuit of the rectenna element to permit
more efficient operation at lower input power levels. This was
the principle effort in this section.
(3)
The first steps in the integration of the basic RXCV rectenna
element into a configuration consistent with the two-plane rec-
tenna construction in which nearly all of the basic functions of
the rectenna are carried out in the front plane to facilitate a
much more economical form of construction.
(4)
Investigations into reducing the second and third harmonic
radiation from the rectenna elelnent by the use of stub lines
tuned to the harmonic frequencies. One of these stub lines is
naturally present in the _wo-plane rectenna concept.
(5)
Investigation of the role of metallic shielding to improve the
efficiency and reduce the radiation of harn_onic power.
Improvenmnts in efficiency by refinements in the construction
symmetry of the RXCV element.
3.Z Circuit Modifications to permit more efficient operation at reduced
microwave power input levels.
3.2.1 Introduction and summary of results
The motivation for this activity was the conclusion reached
after making a study of the microwave transmission system of a solar power
satellite system _26)that most of the area of the rectenna in a full scale SPS
would be operated at power density levels that are low compared to those of the
RXCV atGoldstone. At these low input power levels, the standard RXCV rectenna
element gave considerably lower efficiency than that obtained at the higher power
levels. It was therefore logical to direct a portion of the effort under this contract
to improving these efficiencies.
The efficiency objective of this technology _evelopment contract
was 85% at an input power density levelof-1 to 100 mW/cr'" (2450 MHz). Since
the cell area occupied by a rectenna element is very cl¢,se to 50 square centi-
meters, this objective translates into a power input range to an individual rcc-
tenna element of 50 milliwatts to 5.0 watts.
Prior to the undertaking of work under this contract an
approximate expression had been developed for diode efficiency in terms of im-
portant diode parameters, and the value of the load resistance. These led to an
% , I __J
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understanding that more efficiency could be obtained at low_,- l_ower levels by
doing three things: (1) reducing the junction capacitance o: _hc diode, (2) reduc-
ing the drop across the Schottky barrier and (3) operating at a higher value of
load resistance. Items (1) and (2) involve the design of the diode and item (Z)
represents a change in the basic metallurgy of the diode and was _he basis for
considerable effort under this contract.
The implementation of a program to bring about these changes
resulted in considerable improvement in efficiency at the lower microwave input
levels. This is shown in Figure 3-1, in which the efficiency achieved from the
new effort is compared with that obtained from a representative RXCV rectenna
element.
The newly achieved efficiencies are associated with a large
range (four orders of magnitude) of power input level and are obtained from
several diode and circuit configurations since it has been found impractical to
cover the entire power range with a single diode and circuit configuration.
A more detailed description of the data n Figure 3-1 is provid-
ed in Table 3-1 for cross referencing to Section 4.0 to better identify circuit
arrangements and diodes and to indicate efficiencies better.
One of these circuit and diode configurations (No. 5 in Figure
3-1) gives remarkably higher efficiencies at very low values of power input than
does the standard R XCV element. On the other hand, the new efficiency of 80%
obtained at the 50 milliwatt level is disappointing in that it did not reach either
the contract objective or the efficiency predicted from previous studies.
It is believed that there are two reasons for this reduced effi-
ciency from that anticipated. The first one is that it was necessary to add an
impedance transforming section between the low-pass input filters and the diode
and its tank circuit to match the dipole antenna into the rectification circuit to
minimize reflected power. There was undoubtedly some additional circuit loss
in this section. A more important cause of the reduction in efficiency from that
anticipated is the relatively high loss that occurs in a diode with a small junction
area because of the high back contact resistance. The back contact resistance
can be reduced but in doing so the effective spreading resistance is increased.
These losses were not taken into consideration by our earlier analysis. It is
believed that these losses are from 5% to 10% in absolute terms. It is believed
that these losses can be reduced to 2% to 6%.
3.2.2 The Design and Construction of Circuits for more efficient
operation at lower power levels
There were three different circuits used to obtain data on more
efficient operation at lower power levels. However, they were al.1 based on the
RXCV element true circuit - that is the half-wave rectifier circuit, with two
low pass filter input stages.
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1. GaAs-Pt IN GROUNDED PLANE FIXTURE, REGULAR FILTER
2. GoAs V9 IN GROUNDED PLANE FIXTURE, REGULAR FILTER
3. GaAs - W, 50 Vbr MTL, Cto = 1 pf, REGULAR FILTER AND X/4 MATCHING LINE SECTION
4. GoAs - W, S0 Vbr MTL, Cto = 1 pF, REGULAR FILTER AND X/4 MATCHING LINE SECTION
5. GoAsx/4MATCHING°r-W, 20 V. SECTIoNMLT'NO ETCH, Cto _ I pf, REGULAR FILTER AND HIGHER IMPEDANCE
6. PREVIOUS DATA ON MSFC- RXCV TYPE RECTENNA ELEMENT WITH SAME DIODE USED
THROUGHOUT BUT ELEMENT RETUNED AT EACH POWER LEVEL
) | , I I
10 -3 t0 -2 10 "1 10 "0 10
MICROWAVE POWER INPUT- WATTS _66_7_
Figure 3-1. A summary of the efficiencies achieved with various new
rectenna and diode configurations as a function of power
level, compared with performance of a standard RXCV
element.
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The chief sources of loss in a low power rectenna element are
losses caused by the voltage drop across the Schottky barrier diode, and the I2r
losses caused by the passage of the charging current to the diode capacitance
through the series resistance of the diode.
The efficiency loss caused by the voltage drop across the
Schottky barrier is closely given by Vb/(Vdc + V b) where V b is the Schottky bar-
rier voltage drop and Vdc is the voltage across the load resistor. The voltage
drop across the Schottky barrier is fixed so that the loss caused by the barrier can
only be reduced by increasing the DC voltage. This can be done for a given
microwave power input level by raising the resistance of the DC load. A four-
fold increase in inapedance will reduce the Schottky barrier losses by a factor of
two, approximately. However, raising the voltage will increase the charging
current losses into the diode so that decreasing the capacitance and therefore the
contact area of the diode will be of some help.
Raising the DC load resistance to decrease the Schottky barrier
voltage presents a new problenl in that the rectenna element will not be matched
into space. The amount of power reflected is approximately:
/%Reflection Loss = RL + RLM/
where RL is the DC load resistance and RLM is the load resistance that gives a
match to the incom:.ng power.
In the RXCV rectenna element the input impedance to the dipole
antenna is approximately 120 ohms as is the characteristic impedance of the low
pass filters that are matched to it. The value of RL that provides a good match
into the 120 ohm impedance level is about 160 ohms. Therefore o match into a
higher load resistance while still retaining the 120 ohm impeda_¢ - of the low pass
filters requires another matching section which is conveniently supplied by a
quarter wavelength line of an impedance level which is the geometric mean ¢_f the
tWO.
In the first naodification a quarter wavelength line at an impe-
dance level of 240 ohms was used. This provided a reasonable match into a load
resistance of 640 ohms. A photograph of the arrangement just described is shown
in Figure 3-2.
The data given as Items 3 and 4 for curves 3 and4 in Figure 3- 1
were obtained with the use of the rectenna element shown in Figure 3-2.
At values of incident power below 100 milliwatts there was an
appreciable amount of power reflected with the circuit shown in Figure 3-2. To
explore the impact of a higher impedance transformation upon operation the im-
pedance of the k/4 section of line was raised by a factor of 1. Z8 to raise the
matched impedance level for the DC load resistance by a factor of 1.56. This
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change coupled with the use of a different diode made from a different wafer
resulted in less reflected power at the 50 milliwatt level (corresponding to the
one milliwatt per square centimeter lower limit specified in the work statement_
It was further found that very good efficiencies could be obtained at even lower
power levels while operating into DC load resistance of 1000 ohms and that the
reflected power remained low percentagewise. As curve 5 in Figure 3-1 indica-
tes, seventy percent efficiency was achieved at the 10 milliwa_t input level with a
reflection of less than one percent. The efficiency at the 1 milliwatt level was
still 45% with a reflected power of 5%.
One of the practical problems in the use of the k/,_ impedance
transformer is that it makes theelement too long to incorporate into the two-
plane construction preferred because of its much more economical construction.
This led to an approach in which the second filter section of the RXCV type ele-
ment was converted into a matching transformer of lower impedance than the
k/4 length of line. It is not possible to obtain as high a characterLs_ic impedance
in this section as in the k]4 length of line because of limitations imposed by the
fragility of the inductive section of the filter.
However, when attention is focused upon data that has been
taken in the 500 millLwatt to 1.5 watt region where a great deal of the SSPS rec-
tenna action is slated to occur, it is noted that adc load resistance of the order of
300-500 ohms seemed appropriate when used with a diode having a Cto capaci.
tance of 1 picofarad. Matching into this requires only the increase of the charac-
teristic impedance of the second filter section by a factor of _r_ rather than 2 and
this is consistent with what can be accomplished in a physical struct_are. Conse-
quently we constructed e. rectenna element which incorporated a second stage
filter with a characteristic impedance approximating %/-Z-x 120 ohms or 170 ohms
as shown in Figure 3-3. A comparison of the performance of this rectenna ele-
ment with that of the two filter section plus k/4 impedance transforming line and
utilizing diode 40904 X WB3 for both sets of measurements is given in Table 3-2
for 1 watt of power input.
The above data indicates that the two-section filter with a
170 ohm second stage is as efficient as the standard two section filter with an
additional k/4 section of line. Moreover, this same diode was found earlier to
have had an 88.1% efficiency into a 450 ohm load, or 1.6%higher than reported
in Figure 3-4. It is believed that the diode may have changed since another
diode 40904 X WB4 was found to be more efficient than diode 40904 X WB3 in a
new set of measurements whereas the reverse had bcen true when the diodes
were checked several weeks previously.
The conclusion is that the t_vo section filter with the second
secti.m modified may be acceptable for operation of the 1 picofarad diodes at the
1 watt level into a resistive load of a nominal resistance of 400 ohms; thereby
resulting in a better efficiency than with the 140 to 180 ohm load resistance
normally used and in a design compatible with the t_vo-plane construction.
+
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Figure 3-3. RXCV Rectenna Element modified to provide higher charac-
teristic impedance of second section of the input_filter which serves as a
k/4 matching section for higher impedance operation of the rectifier circuit.
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Figure 3-4. Expanded waveguide section modified to permit testing of
rectenna element with axis norrnal to regular position. New orientation
corresponds to that in the two-plane rectenna constrnax_ion format.
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Pow er
Input
Watts
i. O0
DC
Load
Ohms
Rectenna Element width
170 Ohm 2nd Stage Filter
Element _::
Efficiency
_o
Rectenna Element with
Additional k/4 Length of
240 Ohm Line
Power Element
Reflected Efficiency
5.9 84.88
4.7 .... 85.31
3.7 85.68
2.8 86.02
Z. 1 86. Z2
1.5 86.39
1.05 86.44 ......
0.7 86.49
0.4 86.5Z
Power
Reflected
%
3
0
4
1
9
8
9
0
3
6
0
85.89
86.42
86.32
86.44
86.78
86.54
86.7O
86.52
86.62
86.70
86.61
250 3.
280 t..e
300 I.
320 i.
3_40 0.
360 0.
380 0.
400 i.
420 I.
440 I.
460 Z.
Element efflciencies are DC Output/Absorbed Power
Table 3- 2. Comparison of efficiencles achieved with the rectenna
element configuration of Figure 3-3 with that achieved
from the configuration of Figure 3-2.
o
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3.2.3 Other Approaches to Efficient Operation at Lower Power Levels
In looking at the design of circuits for more efficient operation
at lower power levels a number of approaches were passed over. The first of
these was the use of either a full wave rectifier circuit or a pseudo-full wave
circuit. In view of the fact that the circuit losses have been demonstrated by
experimental measurement and by computer simulation to be very low for the
half-wave rectification circuit, it was felt that this approach would not be fruitful.
Another approach was to feed more than one dipole into a diode.
This would probably favorably impact the efficiency at the very low power inp_,t
levels. Figure 3-1 would seem to indicate an improvement in efficiency from 80
to 82% by just doubling the input power from 50 milliwatts to 100 milliwatts, and
an improvement from 45% _o 56% by doubling the power from 1 milliwatt to 2
milliwatts. The latter power level is, of course, a factor of 50 below the lowest
level at which the full scale SSPS rectenna is anticipated to be operated.
It is observed that a rectenna zrray rapidly takes on the direc-
tivity characteristics of a conwntional phased array when an attempt is made to
operate many dipole elements into one rectifier element. There may be instances
where this is desirable for experimental reasons but the desirability in the full-
scale SSPS application is questionable. Since the experimental investigation of
this approach requires an elaborate new test arrangement itwas not felt to be
cost-effective within the present contract.
Anc_her approach that was not investigated was the elimination
of the input filter sections completely and the use of a k/4 impedance transformer
between the terminals of the dipole and the rectification circuit. Under this pro-
posed arrangement the 2nd harmonic and 3rd harmonic would be shorted out at
the terminals of the dipole by stub lines. This approach would seem to place a
burden upon the critical adjustment of the stub lines to prevent excessive harmonic
radiation, but would, nevertheless be a worthwhile investigation to determine how
efficient such an arrangement would be.
3.3 Initial Effort in!ntegration of Rectenna Element into a Two Plane
Structure
An initial investigation of the performance of a rectenna element
when it was mounted i,n ghe waveguide test fixture at right angles to its normal
position as shown in Figure 3-4 was carried out. It was found that there was no
significant change in performance for the unshielded case as shown in Figure 3-4.
However, there was a reduction in efficiency of about 1% when a short circuited
quarter wavelength line was added to the structure to simulate a connection to the
next rectenna element.
The further integration effort is discussed in detail in Section 5.0.
!
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3.4 The Reduction of Second and Third Harmonic Radiation with the use
of Stub Lines
Another area of activity involved taking steps to decrease the amount
of second and third harmonic power radiated from the antenna. In this case the
grounded plane fixture was used and the input impedance of the antenna was simu-
lated by a matched 50 ohm line. This, of course, is an accurate simulation of
the properties of the dipole antenna only at the fundamental frequency since the
dipole antenna will apoear as a different impedance at the two harmonic frequen-
cies. However, data on dipole antennas whose arms have a high ratio of thick-
ness to length indLcate a fairly good match (that is, not more than 75_/0 of the
power reflected) over a frequency range that includes the fourth harmonic. On
this basis an attempt to reduce the harmonic content by placing cpen and short
circuited stubs of appropriate length in parallelwith the input terminals of the
dipole antenna seemed worthwhile.
There is a natural opportunity in the two-plane rectenna construction
to short out the second harmonic at the dipole antenna terminals because the
section of transmission line that extends to the next rectenna element in the two
plane construction must look like an open circuit. It therefore looks like a short
circuit for the second harmonic. Using the ground-plane construction it was
found that this section of line could indeed be adjusted to greatly reduce the seccnd
harmonic content that got into the 50 ohm line. As shown in Table 3-3, exper-
iment No. 5 indicated a 30 dB reduction in the second harmonic level. The
experimental set up for this is shown in Figure 2-Z. The connection to the 50 ohm
line is made through a small hole in the geometric center of the ground plane.
Figure 2-3 also shows a short stub which acts as an open circuit at
a quarter wavelength at the third harmonic frequency. The data indicates a
15 dB improvement in harmonic level as shown in experiment 6 in Table 3-3. It
is interesting to note that in comparison with other data in Table 3-3 there was
no appreciable change in efficiency caused by the reduction of the second and
third harmonics. However, it was found in later work as reported upon in
Section 5 that the adjustment for the reduction of the second harmonic in the
foreplane of the two-plane rectenna structure by this means may be so eritica]
as not to be practical. More investigative work needs to be done since the struc-
tures being worked with were not identical, and in the foreplane case the physical
length of the k/4 section is shortened by capacitance loading.
The method by which the harmonic content at the input to the rectcnna
element was measured is indicated in Figure 3-Z. The relative levels of the for-
ward directed fundamental power and backward directed harmonic power can be
measured with the use of an HPA spectrum analyzer and a directional coupler
which is designed to operate at the frequency of the harmonic power.
No observation of harmonics greater than the third harmonic were
obtained although the analyzer could have seen harmonics down by a factor of
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70 dB from the fundamental. It is therefore concluded that the fourth harmonic is
down by at least this factor from the fundamental. The fourth harmonic was later
observed in the rectifier tank circuit by means of a special probe which was
coupled into the rectifier tank circuit in the ground plane test fixture.
In connection with the measurement of harmonic power at the second
and third harmonics, it is of interest to compare the level with that predicted by
computer simulation. For both the experimental case and the simulated case the
input to the rectenna element was terminated in a 50 ohm line. In the experimen-
tal case no stub lines were being used when the measurements were made.
HARMONIC LEVEL WITH RESPECT TO FUNDAMENTAL
Measured at Input
on Ground - Plane
Fixture
Predicted at Input
Compute r Simulation
2nd Harmonic
3 rd Harmonic
4th Harmonic
-25 dB (at 5 watts)
-40 dB (at 5 watts)
<-70 dB {.a£_5 watts) _"
-27.5 dB
-37.4 dB
::= Sensitivity of equipment to 4th harmonic was -70 dB from fundamental.
However, no 4thharmonic was observed.
3.5 Reduction in radiated harmonic power by metallic shielding
A considerable amount of harmonic power is radiated from the
rectifier tank circuit directly into space unless some metallic shielding is placed
around the tank circuit. Experiment No. 2 in Table 3-3 shows that the addition
of a metallic shield over the rectenna element resulted in an improvement in
efficiency by nearly 1%; this despite the fact that there must be some skin losses
in the shield.
The second and third harmonic power being radiated from the unshiel-
d._.d structure was easily detected by monitoring equipment fifty feet away. The
addition of the shield reduced any radiation to a level that the monitoring equip-
ment could not detect.
The radiation of harmonic power from the rectifier tank circuit
should not be confused with radiation of harmonic power from the dipole antenna
which must be transmitted through two or more low pass filter sections.
3.6 Improvement in the efficiency and in the consistency of efficiency
measurements by refinements in the construction of the RXCV ree-
tenna element.
It was found that there was a considerable variation in the efficiency
of some RXCV rectenna elements depending upon whether they v, ere inscrtcd into
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the waveguide test fixture in the "up" or "down" position. The "up" and "down"
positions corresponded to the position of the aluminum nuts which were used in
conjunction with teflon machine screws to hold the side rails of the rectenna
element together. The test procedure was to make an efficiency measurel_nent
in the "up" position, take the element out of the test fixture and reinsert it in the
"down" position, take another efficiency reading, and to repeat this enough times
to obtain reliable statistical data. The efficiency measurements in either position
showed only a small amount of dispersion but the difference in the average effi-
ciency obtained for the two positions was 0.64%.
It was then found possible to reduce this difference to 0.2% by sub-
stituting teflon nuts for the alun]inum nuts. There was also a net gain of . 15% in
efficiency in the higher efficiency position indicating that the aluminum nuts them-
selves were a minor source of efficiency loss, independent of their unbalancing
impact.
The reason for the impact of the orientation of the rectenna element
in its test position upon operating efficiency is traceable back to an interaction
5etween the rectenna element and the metallc cylinder which surrounds a portion
of the rectenna element. Ideally, the two-wire transmission line should be
electrically centered in the metallic cylinder. If it is not, a plus-plus mode con-
tamination superimposed on the normal plus-minus mode of the transmission line
will result. The harm that this does depends both upon the amount of the imbal-
ance and what impedance the plus-plus mode couples into.
If the rectenna transmission line itself is electrically symmetrical
and if it is mechanically centered in the metallic cylinder, the amount of imbal-
ance will be negligible. However, the old design was not electrically symmetrical
in that aluminum nuts were used on one side of the tra Dsmission line while the
heads of the teflon screws protrude on the other side." The 3-48 thread on the
diode also protrudes from one side which is the same side that the metallic nuts
are on. Now, when the rectenna element is inserted into the fixture, and if the
center line of the rectenna element corresponds to the center line of the metallic
cylinder, the side of the transmission line with the nuts will couple more closely
to the cylinder and set up an imbalance which will produce an efficiency loss.
Presumably if the rectenna element is taken out, rotated 180 °, and replaced, the
nuts will be on the other side of the cylinder, and the imbalance and efficiency
impact will be the same. But if the axis of the cylinder and the rectenna element
do not coincide, then the results of the 180 degree rotation will be different; there
will be more electrical imbalance in one position than for the other and the
result in efficiency measurements may be noticeable.
The use of aluminum nuts in the design of the RXCV rectenna element
was based upon better delivery and lower cost of aluminum nuts and tests
which were not refined enough to detect an appreciable difference in opera-
ting efficiency of the aluminum and teflon nut designs.
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In conclusion it is observed that good electrical symmetry should
be incorporated into the design of the rectenna foreplane ifmode conversion with
consequence loss in efficiency is to be avoided.
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4.0 SCHOTTKY BAFRIER DIODE DEVELOPMENT
The material discussed in this section is closely associated with the
material described in Section 3.0. Section 3.0 stresses the work done in modi[y-
ing the circuits to a higher impedance level and the results of the total circuit
and diode modification efforts in terms of higher efficiency obtained for the lower
levels of microwave power input. It was acknowledged in Section 3.0 that the
diode modifications were an important part of the effort. In this section the work
on the diode will be stressed.
Historically, much of the improvement in rectenna element performance
has been attributable to improvements in diodes. (Figure 1-16.) The major
improvements in diodes have resulted from reducing the series resistance of the
diode. This reduction was accomplished in part byusing GaAs as the semicon-
ductor material. GaAs has a much higher mobility which results in much lower
series resistance. Another major imi_rovementwas making the thickness of the
epitaxial layer as thin as possible consistent with thickness required for the re-
verse breakdown voltage, Vbr, specified. Most diodes are constructed with
excess thickness of the epitaxial layer to obtain greater yield. A quality control
problem is basically involved in making them thinner. Another important
improvement in diode construction, the plated heat sink design, reduced the
contribution of the resistance of the substrate to the total series resistance by
greatly reducing the substrate thickness.
But even after these improvements it was known that the losses in the
diodes were considerably greater than circuit losses; therefore, further improve-
ments would most likely come from improvements in diodes. Confirmation of the
source of losses of a more quantitative nature has resulted from the present work
as described in Section Z.2.3. Diode losses have now been measured quite ac-
curately, and the circuit losses sufficiently so by experiment and computer simu-
lation. These measurements indicate that the diode losses are significantly
greater than circuit losses. Circuit losses other than those represented by the
diode itself tend to be 3% or less of the power input, while diode losses range
from a minimum of 6% to much higher values.
Rectenna element efficiency with the diodes available from the RXCV
program were found _gJ_e close to 90% at the power levels corres@onding to such
optimum efficiency. _-I These levels were in the three to ten watt region. }-Iow-
ever, at lower power levels of 50 milliwatts the RXCV rectenna elements would
perform at only 58%. (Figure3-1 .) Since the circuit losses tend to remain
relatively constant, such low efficiency must be associated with the diode or the
manner in which it is used.
Prior to this technology development program it had been established
that most of the loss in the diode at such low power levels was associated with
_he voltage drop across the Schottky barrier itself and that the extent of this loss
relative to the microwave power input was roughly given by the ratio of the drop
across the Schottky barrier to the DC output voltages as discussed in Section
2.2.4. To improve the efficiency the DC load resistance could be.--increased or
the drop across the barrier reduced.
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An approximate analysis of losses in the diode as it is used in the rectenna
element also indicated that the capacitance across the junction should be reduced
if the diode were to be operated at higher impedance level. Two major modifica-
tions in the diode were therefore indicated if it were to be used at a lower power
level - a decrease in the junction capacitance and in the voltage drop across the
junction. Another area of interest was the further progressive reduction of the
epitaxial layer thickness into the "punch through" region to establish the impact
of this upon the efficiency of the diode.
A search of other possible junctions reveals that the Schottky barrier
voltage for a GaAs-W barrier is about 25% lower than that of the GaAs-Pt
barrier. An objective of this contract was to build some diodes with the GaAs-W
barrier and to evaluate them. Now tungsten is a desirable material from most
viewpoints but it is more difficult to get it to bond to GaAs than it is platinum.
Fortunately, the development effort concerned with getting a satisfactory
mechanical and a satisfactory electrical bond between GaAs and Tungsten was the
subject of an ongoing effort supported by another contract. (31) The diode devel-
opment work for this contract benefited from that experience.
The voltage current characteristic of a GaAs-W diode constructed under
this contract is compared with that of a GaAs-Pt diode specified for the RXCV
element. ( Figure 4-1. ) Both diodes had approximately the same reverse break-
down voltage and the same junction capacitance so a direct comparison can be
made. TheGaAs-Pt diode was a diode that had been used as a standard during
the construction of the JPL RXCV rectenna. It is noted that the slope of the vol-
tage-current characteristic in the forward direction of the two diodes are essen-
tially the same, indicating that the series resistance of the diodes are very similar.
The essential difference in the two diodes is in the Schottky barrier voltage and
that this difference as measured by the intercept of the tangents of the voltage-
current characteristic with the zero-current axis is about 0.2 volts. This is the
value that one would expect.
The impact that the reduced junction voltage would have upon improvement
in efficiency of the rectenna element was examined by putting the diodes in the
ground-plane test fixture ( Table 4-1) and then running a comparison test of
overall efficiency and diode losses. The results indicate that the reduction in
diode losses are just about what would be anticipated from the reduction in the
Schottky-barrier voltage.
The major importance of the comparison tests between the GaAs-W and
the GaAs-Pt diodes is to confirm what was expected- a slight improvement in
efficiency at the higher power output levels with a greater improvement as the
DC voltage output was reduced. There were no surprises.
As we 'sought to improve the efficiency at the lower microwave input levels,
however, some unexpected difficulties were encountered. As the DC voltage on
the diode is increased for a given input power by using a higher value of DC load
resistance, the loss in the series resistance during the conduction period goes
down while the loss in the series resistance during the non-conduction period in-
creases rapidly due to the charging current flowing into the junction capacitance.
D
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The distribution of losses is such that the junction capacitance and therefore the"
area of the junction should be reduced.
The reduction of the capacitance across the diode did not improve the low
power performance of the diode as much as anticipated. This was because of a
complication caused by the emergence of the back contact resistance as a siR-
nificant portion of the series resistance when the active area associated with a
low capacitance junction is small. The resistance in the depletion layer is very
low in a diode designed for low reverse breakdown voltage, even in a small
junction area associated with a smallcepacitance. The back contact resistance
increases greatly, however, because the distance between the junction and the
back contact is so small in a plated heat sink diode that • the current does not have
a change to spread out. This suggests making the base material out of aheavily
doped material to keep the spreading resistance low and of sufficient thickness to
allow spreading to a large area to cut down on the back contact resistance. Un-
fortunately diodes made in this fashion do not performas predicted because cur-
rent at the microwave frequency flows close to the surface, resulting in signifi-
cant skin resistance between the active junction and the back contact. There are
ways to reduce this skin resistance by evaporating a metal deposit over most of
the surface flow path and thereby reducing its length. However, this is a rec-
ommended acZivity for the future since such diodes were not made under this
study.
4. l The Diode Design and Construction Matrix
The approach to the design and construction of the diodes took the
following objectives into consideration:
Io To use the RXCV diode and rectenna element as a base and
performance reference. To this end the RXCV diode has been
included as one of the end items in the matrix.
Z. To permit a svstematic evaluation of the impact of various
parameters and to note any inconsistencies in results or de-
partures from expected behavior.
. To use two types of barriers, GaAs-Pt and Ga-As-W, to investi-
gate differences in their efficiencies. And also to investigate
GaAs-W barrier construction techniques.
o To investigate the performance of diodes having a lc'v value of
zero-bias capacitance and to confirm the design prediction that
a lower value of capacitances would in" prove the efficiency of
the diode and rectenna element at low power levt:ls.
To compare the performance of diodes having greatly different
values of reverse breakdown voltage, particularly at low power
levels.
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. To investigate the perfor.mance impact of reducing the thick-
ness of the epitaxial layer'.
To implement these objectives a matrix plan for diode fabrication
was derived, as shown in Figure 4-2 .
Figure 4_-2 indicates various kinds of diodes that result from such a
construction matrix. The matrix produces 16 different kinds of diodes from each
wafer. Two diodes of each kind, or a total of 32 diodes from each wafer, were
generally made available for testing.
A brief description of the manufacturing sequence may be of interest.
The epitaxially grown surface of each wafer was covered with a
material resistive to etching. The resistive coating from a portion of the wafer
was then removed, and the thickness of the epitaxial layer was reduced by the
application of an etch. Then the resistive coating was removed from another
area, and the etch was applied to both areas. Then the resistive coating was
removed from a third area, and the etch was applied to all three exposed areas.
In this manner, the four different thicknesses of the epitaxlal layer correspond-
ing to the designations A, 13, C and D on Figure 4-2 were established. The
designation A corresponds to the unetched portion of the wafer.
The wafer was then divided into two parts. Tungsten was deposited
as an interface with the epitaxially grown active area on one part while platinum
was deposited on the other part. A heat sink in the form of a gold-plating deposit
about three mils thick was then attached to the metallic deposition and was lapFed
down to flatness. Then most of the s abstrate was removed by grinding.
An ohmic contact was made on the back of each piec'_ of material.
A photomask technique was used to define the area occupied by the ohmic contact
for each individual diode. After the etching process, the oh::_ic contact was about
six mils in diameter. The mesa of the diode was then defined and etched to a
diameter of about eight mils. the diodes werc then separated from each other by
an etch applied to the outboard side of the heat sink. After etching and diode
eeparation each heat sink was about twenty by twenty r_,ils in size.
The individual diodes were then mounted by a brazing technique to the
package heat sink. The diode mesas of half of the assembled units were then
subjected to an etching process until the zero-blas capacitance was close to 3.7
pie.farads. The remainder were etched down to a value of about 1 pie,farad.
4.2 Life Test on Rectenna Elements and Diodes
Prior to the work undertaken under this contract there had been a
life test started on rectenna elements and diodes utilizing the 199 element rec-
tenna array" development under an earlier MSFC contract. Because of the i1_apor-
tance of the information being obtained from the life test, the life test was con-
tinued. Altltough the work was not a portion of the present contractural effort a
summary of the results of the life test are being included here for docum_,ntation
and reference purposes.
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DIODE
WAFER
EPITAXIAL
LAYER
THICKNESS
BARRIER
TYPE
ZERO-BIAS
CAPACITANCE
GaAs-W
3.8 pf
3.8 pf
3.8 pf
3.8 pf
3.8 pf
3.8 pf
1.0
3.8 pf
1.0 pf
3,8 pf
A
GaAs-Pt
7O
Figure 4-2.
GaAs-W
GaAs-Pt
GaAs-W
C
D
GaAs-Pt
GaAs-Pt
88u,874
Diode Matrix and Manufacturing Sequence
The life test that was run is important because it was the first and
only life test that has been run onSchottl¢, barrier diode_ used as high power
microwave rectifiers. Normally these devices are used in Impattapplications.
It was appreciated that the dissipation level in the Schottky barrier diode when
used as a microwave rectifier would be considerably below the dissipation level
when it is used as an Impart device and that the dc bias on the diode would be less
than half that in an Impart device. These were factors which would normally en-
hance the life of the device. Still the microwave power rectification was a new
application for the device and there had been no life experience.
Fortunately the rectenna designed as part of a complete microwave
power transmission system (shown in Figure 1-13) for Marshall Space Flight
Center made a natural test rack and panel for the evaluation of diodes used in
RXCV rectenna elements. 199 rectenna elements could be inserted into the rec-
tenna test panel. These elements were the same ones used in the certified demon-
_tration illustrated in Figure 1-13. Further, the radialGaussian pattern of
illumination made it possible to vaxy the operating power level of the diodes, over
awide range and provide a step stress kind of life test. The rectenna elements
were combined into sets, each set being comprised of those elements which had
a common radius from the center and therefore similar power illumination as
iadicated in Figure 5-13. The dc output terminals of all the rectenna elements
in a set were connected in parallel across a common load for that set. If only one
diode shorted out, there would be zero voltage across the load which would ex-
tinguish a light normally continuously on. In the case of an open diode, a reduc-
tion in power output of the set would be found when the total current in a set was
periodically checked.
It was convenient to break the total number of elements down into
seven groups depending upon the incident power. The power level and set num-
bers included in a group is given below.
Power Range No. of Units
Grouo Designation Set numbers of Group in Group
A 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 0.2-0.5 Watt 78
B 12, 13, 14 0.5-1.0 Watt 30
C 9, 10, 11 1.0-2.0 Watt 30
D 6, 7, 8 2.0-4, 0 Watt 24
E 4, 5 4.0-6. Watt 18
F I, 2,3 6.0-8.0 Watt 18
G 0 8.0- 10.0 Watt 1
199
It is therefore seen that the life test is conducted with a power range
of over 20, making it possible to observe if the diodes in the high power range
degrade more rapidly than those in the low power range.
Using this equipment a life test was started on 17 March i975 and
with occasional interruptions had reached 2913 hours by 22 Sept. 1975. During
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the first 150 hours there were three _ailures. There were no. rn.ore failures. If
vce regard these earl), failures as of an infant mortality type, a total of 2763 hours
without a failure or noticeable degradation in efficiency performance had been
achieved. Thus, 549,837 diode hours have been accumulated without a failure or
noticeable efficiency degradation.
If we apply MTBF tables to this life test data, and request a 90 per-
cent confidence factor, we find that the MTBF is 239,059 hours or 27.3 years. If
we relax the confidence factor to 50 percent, an MTBF of 785,481 hours or 91
years is obtained.
The efficiency of the diodes in a set was monitored by periodically
checking the current which flows into the common load resistor for each set,
when the RF power which flows into the illumination horn is precisely set at a
pre-established value. The data in Table I-Z indicated negligible drift in efficien-
cy performance after 1800 hours of life test operation. The average ratio of the
last measured currents to the initial measured currents is 0.9982, representing
a very small change and one which is easily attributable to measurement error.
The average deviation of the ratios from unity is 0. 0123. Of special interest is
the fact that no degradation was noticed for the rectenna elements operatLng at
high power levels. These power levels are several times what would be antifiFa-
ted in the SSPS rectenna.
Figure 4-3 provides .%summation of the life test data taken up to a
total of slightly over 800, 000 diode hours. After the 2.913 hours of life test just
reviewed an operator accidentally applied much higher microwave power to the
test set and four diodes failed in Group F. The first life test failure not _9 be
confused with operator error occurred at 3078 hours. It occurred in Group F.
The life test was continued without additional failure to 4178 hours when it was
shut down for two weeks. In restarting the life test the single center element
failed. It is believed that the applied microwave power was at an excessive
level. The life test was discontinued on 24 March 1976, a l;ttle ,_ore than a year
after it had started.
In summary, a great deal was !.earned from the life test. The test
was not a continuous life test and there were substantial periods of time in which
the set up was not operating. Hence there was also a kind of shclf life evaluation
to help rule out a"sleeping sickness" type of syndrome. Many of the groups c;
elements were run at power levels severa2 times that anticipated in the rec_tenna
for the SSI:_ and no degradation in efficiency was noted for tt=_se elements after
a running time of 1800 hours. The life test results were marred by operator
error but there was a continuous period of time with n ,_ faih:res of any kind which
indicated a mean time between failure of 27 years with a confidence factor of 90°]_
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TABLE 4-2
EFFICIENCY PERFORMANCE
Set #
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
:'j Beyond
No. of
Elements
in Set
1
6
6
6
12
6
6
12
6
12
12
6
6
12
12
6
12
12
12
6
18
12
Initial
Current
151 Hrs
251
1363
1258
1198
::4
i010
939
1783
792
1306
1190
547
524
935
818
362
654
639
558
220
678
431
Current
1428 Hrs
251
1360
1261
1194
1012
934
1768
79O
1299
1180
544
509
910
813
358
668
628
548
235
681
420
current range of monitor
Current
1800 Hrs
254
1360
1268
1199
1014
933
1776
791
1298
1189
548
5O9
920
825
358
682
631
556
24O
701
424
Ratio of
Current (1800 firs) to
Current (151 }trs)
1.0120
0.9978
1.0079
1.0008
1.0040
0.9936
0.9961
0.9987
0.9939
0.9992
1.0018
0.9714
0.9840
1.0085
0.9S90
1.0428
0.9875
0.9964
0.9600
1.0339
0.9838
meter. Average
Ratio: 0.9982
....1 ......................i
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Figure 4-3. Diode Life Test Results Using Test Arrangement Shown _.n
Figure 1-13.
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5.0 INTEGRATION OF IMPROVED DIODES AND CIRCUITS INTO A DESIGN
COMPATIBLE WITH THE LONGER RANGE OBJECTIVE OF A LOW-COST
RECTENNA SUITABLE FOR SSPS DEPLOYMENT
5. i Introduction
Prior to this contract, there had aiready been an appreciable base
established for a low-cost design. Early rectenna designs had employed a two-
plane construction in which one plane was merely a metallic reflector of some
kind while the other plane contained the half wave dipole, the rectification circuit,
and the DC collecting busses. However, in an attempt to better understand the
behavior of the recteana array, as well as to incorporate some necessary har-
monic filtering into the system, the development had subsequently gone in the
direction of a three-plane system in which the DC power was collected in a third
plane which was behind the reflecting plane. This development sponsored by
MSFC support led to better performing rectenna hardware as well as to a better
understanding of its behavior. It was then very logical to use the design of the
MSFC hardware as a base for fulfilling the NASA sponsored JPL contract calling
for the efficient reception and rectification of substantial amounts of microwave
power (30 kw) t.hat was to be transmitted over a distance of approximately i. 6
kilometers.
At the successful conclusion of that effort it was logical to think in
terms of returning to the two-plane construction and to incorporate the best
features of the three-plane rectenna development into it. The present study has
successfully pursued this conversion while taking these pertinent factors into
account: (i) the need for protecting the active portion of the rectenna from the
weather environment (2) the need to minimize radiation of unwanted harmonics
(3) the desire to utilize the front active plane of the structure as a structural
element to reduce the cost of materials and the cost of fabrication, and (4) the
need to develop an output voltage of at least i000 volts to establish efficient DC to
60 cycle inversion. It is believed that the design approach that has resulted from
the present contract fulfills all of those requirements as well as lending itself"to
a low-cost high speed construction. There are many details, of course, that need
to be filled in.
l'he general design approach that has resulted from this study is
shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. The construction shown in Figure 5-2 is identical
to that tested out in the 199 element array for compatibility evaluation except for
the addition of the teflon caps over the half wave dipoles and the replacement of
the solid metallic reflector with the electrically equivalent wire mesh.
The exploded view of the foreplane structure shown in Figure 5-3
clearly differentiates between the basic core structure and the external metal
shield which also doubles as a major structural element.
In the mater;al that follows we will discuss various aspects of the
development and how it should integrate into further development programs and
the final manufacturing process for the SSPS. The description of the testing and
electrical data are given in Sections 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7.
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Figure 5-I. Proposed design of Rectenna motivated by environmental pro-
tection and cost considerations.
Figure 5-2. Physical construction of two-plane rectenna. With the excep-
tion of covers (white teflon sle¢,ves in photograph ) this is the same five
element foreplane that was electrically tested in Figure 5-12. Reflecting
plane made fron_ hardware cloth is representative of what could be used in
SSPS rectenna,
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5.2 Outline of a Production Process for the SSPS Rectenna
A logical revision of the design of the core structure shown in
Figure 5-3 ].ends itself to a high speed fabrication method which starts out with
rolls of flattened wire and insulation material as suggested in Figure 5-4. The
wire is rapidly and continuously formed into the side rails of the core structure.
These side rails double as microwave transmission lines and busses for collect-
ing the DC power. The two side rails flow together and are fastened to each
other in such a way as to form the needed capacitors and the inductive sections
of line, The diode is also incorporated at some point. This core-assembly flows
continuously together and then the metal shield flows around the core assembly
as suggested in Figure 5-5, and is joined together in some mann.-r. (Note the
form of the field in the assembly of Figure 5-5 ¢¢as an earlier variant). The
material from which the shield is fabricated is as thin as possible consistent
with the strength that is needed for structural purposes.
At this point of development, the subsequent production assembly
methods have not been defined, but one can imagine the output of many fabrica-
tion machines flowing out over a reflecting plane made up of wire mesh and
being joined to it. The reflecting plane in turn is joined to a supporting structure
as suggested in Figure 5-1. The entire prefabricated assembly then roils off
the ba_.k of a continuously moving factory such as that shown in Figure 5-6.
In this advanced concept materials are hauled into the front of the
moving factory and the finished assembly flows out the back. An alternate
approach to the moving factory is a fixed factory at the site of the rectenna ; in
this case the finished rectenna sections would be hauled to the site by specially
made truck,s. However, the argument for the moving factory is that continuous
lengths of rectenna several hundreds of meters long will be needed; this would
complicate the hauling process.
In any event, some high-speed, on-site production method will be
necessary because of the large scale of the SSI:>S rectenna as indicated in
Table 5-!. Because of the economic desirability of fast erection of facilities, it
would probably be desirable to install a complete rectenna in about one year' s
time. This means that for a rectenna with ten billion elements the rate of
production of rectenna elements would be about 318 per second in order to con-
struct the rectenna within the 8760 hours of a year' s time. If the rectenna panels
were 6 meters wide the moving factory would have to move at the rate of 0. 265
meters per second to cover the area with rectenna panels in one year. Undoubt-
edly the use of more than one machine would be found to be cost effective.
There are a number of changes that will have to be made in tbe
present core-assembly design in order to make it more compatible with a low
material cost and high speed assembly. The use of teflon machine screws, nuts
and washers to form the capacitors and to hold the structure together is of cox=rse
incompatible both from a cost and assembly point of view. An alternate approach
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Figure 5-3. Basic core structure design illustrating the joining of individual
rectenna element_ to each other to form a linear, easily-fabricated structure
performing the functions of DC power bussing and microwave collection and
rectification
!¸ - ! I I_ ! I I I ! t
Figure 5-4. Proposed method of continuous fabrication of the core assembly
of rectenna elements.
Figure 5-5. A mechanical mockup of the proposed design of Figure 5-1
showing how the metal envelope can be assembled to the core rectenna in a
continuous-flow type of manufacturing assembly. The metal envelope is an
early design and has been superceded.
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TABLE 5- l
SI'ATISTICS ON RECTENNA
Wavelength
Rectenna Diameter
Total Area
Average Power Density
10,000 Megawatts DC
5,000 Megawatts DC
Total Number of Rectenna Elements
Rectenna Element Density
Maximum Power Per Element
I0,000 Megawatts DC
5,000 Megawatts DC
12.25 cm
9. Z Kilometers
66 x 106 Square Meters
151 V¢atts/Square Meter
75 Watts/Square Meter
1.32 x I010
200/Square Meter
2.8 Watts
1.4 Watts
8O
!
I[_, ¸ _--- 1[ .....
Pt
1
Figure 5-6. Artists' concept ,d a n.oving rectenna factory. Materials
brought in at one end of factory are basic in_r_.dients to high speed auto-
mated manufacture and assen_.blv of rectenna panels which flow continu-
ously from other end of factory. !_anels ar_' _laced on footings als¢_ placed
in the ground by the movin_ fa_t,,,rv.
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that appears to be attractive is the use of staked-in alumina pins which supply the
needed capacitance as well as the means of holding the structure together and
spacing the core structure from the metal shield. A preliminary assembly that
has withstood some initial thermal shock testing is shown in Figure 5-7.
5.3 Interrelationships Between the Losses in DC Bussing, the Cross
Section of the DC Busses, the DC Power Collected by Each Element,
the Density of the Rectenna Elements, and the Required DC Output
Voltage Level
It has been recognized that the rectenna DC power must be collected
locally at a significantly high voltage for two reasons. The first of these is to
avoid excessive expense for collecting busses and the second is that the devices
used for inverting dc into 60 cycle power become highly efficient only at voltage
levels of 1000 volts or more. How does this requireI_nent tie in with the proposed
fabrication technology?
In order to get the required voltage ic will be necessary to connect
in series sections of rectenna line in each of which the individual diodes are
operated in parallel. Also, it will be nc.cessaryto have an outbound section as
well as an inbound section because of the series connection. This results in the
circuit as shown in Figure 5-8. It is noted that the series connection of the sec-
tions can be accomplished without any additional expense as part of the fabrica-
tion procedure shown in Figure 5-4. The only requirements are that one side of
the line be cut between successive sections :'.=and that the direction of the diodes
be reversed in successive sections.
With this material as a background we are now in a position to derive
a useful formula which relates the length of the structure to (1) the ratio of I2r
loss to the collected dc power, (2) the number of rectcnna elements per unit
length, (3) the dc power level collected per unit clement, and (4) the dc resist-
ance provided by the side rails of a single reetenna element. The formula
follows :
.L - 10 3 2 , where: (_)
n w r
L = the total length in meters of two strings of rectenna elements,
which represent the outbou;_d and inbound strings, respectively.
k = the ratio of the total I2R loss to the total dc power collected.
n = the number of reetenna elements per n_eter.
w = the dc power collected by each elen_ent.
::: Cutting the section'_ in this fashion would pertalrb the p_.rformancc of the" k/4
isolating section and needs to be looked at in n_oro dr,tail.
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Figure 5-7. Suggested assembly method in which staked-in ceramic pins
provide the dual function of assembling the rectenna element and behaving
as electrical capacitance in the low pass filter.
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Schematic electrical drawing showin_ how the sections of
parallel diodes are connected in series to build up to the
desired voltaire level at the output.
r = the dc resistance provided by the side rails acting as dc
collec_g busses for one single element.
If we substitute into this formula the value of n of 13 that is currently
being used, and the value of r of 1.72 x 10 -3 ohms for the RXCV rectenna element,
we obtain the following expression
L = 1854_- (4)
As an example, if the I2R losses represent 1% of the dc power
collected (k = . 01), and w is one watt, the total leugth of the assembly is 185.4
meters. It follows that the number of elements in the string is 2,405, the dc
power collected is 2. 405 kilowatts and the I R losses are 24 watts. Depending
upon the proper value of resistive load for each rectenna element, there will be
between 40 - 60 sections connected in series. Of course, the total number of
elements should be some integral multiple of the total number of sections and
will, therefore, not be exactly the number 2. 405.
The weight of the aluminum raw material stock from which the
rectenna line loop of 185.4 meters is constructed in 5020 grams or 2.09 grams
per element. At a current base price of 41¢ a Ib for aluminum, this represents
a raw material price of 0. 183¢ per element, or $1.83 per kilowatt.
If the size of the rectenna requires I0 I0 elements, and the construc-
tion remains the same throughout the rectenna, a totalof 2.3 x 104 tons of
aluminum will be required, or about 0.35 of one percent of the total aluminum
produced in the United States in one year.
There is, no doubt, some tradeoff in the value of electrical energy
against the investment in conductors for bussing the power. However, the
fabrication technique that is shown in Figure 5-3 presents definite restrictions on
the cross sectional size of the conductor. It is also noted that rectenna elements
made by conventional printed circuit technology would not provide significant
self-bussing (or cooling of the diodes) because of the small cross section of the
conduction numbers.
5, 4 The Design and Construction of the 5-element Foreplane
The 5-element foreplane is the terminology used to describe all of
the struct-ures shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-3, with the exception of the reflecting
plane. This'sec_ionwill describe the design considerations going into the design
and construction of the outer metallic shield and the core-assembly.
__j 1 A
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5.4.1 Considerations in the Design of the Outer Metallic Shield
In this design, the metallic shield fulfills three requi=ements
imposed upon it: (1) the prevention of direct radiation from rectifier circuit into
space, (2) to function as a structural element for the rectenna, and (3) to be
fabricated economically.
A photograph of the shield as mechanically fabricated is shown
in Fig_lre 5-9. The top and bottom parts are identical. The form of the shield and
its appearance when combined with the rectenna core arc shown in Figure 5-10.
The choice of the kind of metal and its thickness for the fabrica-
tion of the shield received considerable attention. Aluminum was selected as the
initial material, primarily because it represents a.n excellent tradeoff between
cost and durability. A secondary factor was its lo_,., electrical loss, which is of
some importance because some currents will flow :'n the walls of the shield.
Stainless steel might also be considered, but it wotJld be considerably more expen-
siren even after allowing the use of a thinner material because of the higher
modulus of the material.
The requirement for low material cost which will ultimately
represent most of the cost of the rectenna indicated that the stock should be as
thin as possible since material cost is approximately proportional to thickness.
On the other hand, the strength of the shield as a structural
element, the deflection of the shield due to an external force, and the period of
vibration will be dependent 11pen material thickness and upon the size and shape
of ;he cross-section. Further, if the external force is caused by wind pressure,
this force will be a function of the size and shape of the structural element.
Although this situation would seem to generate a complex tradeoff, matters are
greatly simplified because the size of the tubular shield must be at least 1.0
c m for mechanical reasons of housing the rectenna element core and to allow for
adequate insulation in the grommet that fits between the shield and the antenn:_,
but no larger than 1.5 cm because of increased wind resistance and non-TEM
modes that could exist for high-order harmonics in larger tubvs. A _ood com-
promise would seen to be a 1.250 cn: tube, and to ,_,_,.:. :_ rectangular rather
than circular in shape because of the increase in moment of inertia by a factor
of 5.33 and therefore greater stiffness and strec,:Tth for a given wall thickness,
and because of the much easier problem in dcs_.gnir, g a suitable grommet.
The problem then narrz, w_ down to a selection of the thickness
of the material from which the tube of square cross-section will be made. This,
in turn, will depend upon an appreciation of how the metal shields fits into the
overall rectenna as a structural element. From Figure F-l it is seen that the
tube is joined onto a foot which would normally be a part of the same continuously
formed piece and that this foot, in turn, is joined onto the reflecting plane made
from some kind of an expanded metal or interwoven wire (with secured joints at
the crossovers). Thus, the moment of inertia _',f the metal shield arounds its
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Figure 5-9. Fab;'icated Metal Shield Halves Which Will Support and Shield,
Both Electrically and Environmentally, the Rectenna-Element Core.
Figure 5-10. Completed rectenna fore-plane assembly consisting of
metallic, shield and the core assembly of five rectenna elements.
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i neutral axis parallel to the metal screen and at right angles to the axis of th(:tubular shape will be much larger than the moment of inertia on the structural
member abouL a neutral axis normal tn both the screen and the axis of the tubular
shape.
It is noted th_.t the screen "tself will prevent the foot of the
structural member (that is, the point at which it joins to the metal screen) from
deflecting up or down, and the screen itselfwil! add to the moment of inertia
because it _s joined to the metal shield. This will probably place the neutral axis
not too far from the foot of the structural member itself. This all adds up to a
very small amount of deflection in a direction normal to the reflecting screen.
On the other hand, if Figure 5-i is examined, the metal shield as a structural
element is seen free to flex at the point where its foot joins the metal screening.
This could normally be taken care of by inserting some webbing between the foot
of the structural member and the square tubular section and welding it to all
metal interfaces. The method of continuous fabrication of the shielding member,
however, makes the insertion and welding of such a web a difficult undertaking.
On the other hand, it would be possible to attach a supporting member to the post
(the post is shown in illustration 5-1 as a "T" beam}. The supporting member
would consis_ of two parts: an upper part which would prevent any upward
motion of the tubular portion of the metal shield and a lower part which would
prevent any downward movement of the metal shield. Then, between any two
vertical supporting posts (the"T" sections again), th_ bending of the tubular
portion of the shield halfway between the supporting posts would be constrained
by the moment of inertia of _Jae tubular section about an axis normal to its own
axis and normal to the supporting screen, and by the constraint placed on the
foot of the shield where it joins the reflecting screen.
A consideration of all of these factors led to a choice of
aluminum material in the range of 0.012to 0.025 _ 1,.., Material in this thicl<ness
range is consistent with the mate clal costs that have been esthl_ated for the pro-
duction rectenna. Rolls of alumimm shim stock in sizes 0.012. 0.020, and
0.025 c_-n thickness were obtained. An initial selection of 11.020 Cz_ thickness
was made.
The 0.020 c,u thick material is much thinner than is normally
used in the shop and outside the scope of normal shop familiarity and shop equip-
ment. Temporary tools were used, there;ore, in the laboratory to form the
material as shown in Figure 5-9. Since the material was formed around con_-
mercially available ground steel stock, a high degrer: of precision in forla,in._ the
pieces was possible. A simple drill jig was also n(,cc.ssary for positioning an¢l
drilling the holes for the grommets.
The
rectifying screen was
to be able to vary the
when it was tested in
foot or turned up section where the shield would join the
not formed on +.he piece. For c,lectrical reasous, we, wanted
spacing of the c(ipole elements frr_lll the reflecting l)lan(_
the central area of the 199 elcn_ent reeLenna.
|)
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Because the shield was used for an experimental assembly
containing the rectenna core which was modified during the testing period, the
edges of the shield have holes drilled in them to permit the use of 0-80 machine
screws to hold the pieces together. When the two halves are joined together with
machine screws, a surprisingly stiff member results.
5.4.2 Considerations in the Design of the Core Assembly
It was determined early in the work performed under the contract
that the individual rectenna element would work satisfactorily in the waveguide
test fixture if the a==is of the rectenna element was oriented as shown in Fi_. 3-4.
Most of the effort in the design of the 5-element foreplane
assembly was in connecting the five elements together. This normal!y simple
problem was complicated by the fact that the pitch of the elements (that is the
distance between centers of the successive halfwave dipoles) was not _reat
enough to include the shorted quarterwavelen_th section of air line that _.:, neces-
sary to isolate the elements from each other at the fundamental frequency of
2.45 GHz.
This problem was resolved by adding a capacitance in shunt with
the input of the shorted section of line to resonate it at the fundamental frequency.
From a physical point of view, this was accomplished by using a thinner Teflon
washer at the input of the low pass filter so that there is no additional cost or
mechanical complication. The solution is much superior to filling the section of
line with a continuous dielectric.
By adding another capacitance of the proper value at the mid-
point of the section of line, it was possible to make the section an electrical half-
wavelength at the second harmonic while still maintaining a quarter-wavelength
at the fundamental with now another value of capacitance having been selected
for the input to the line. The half-wavelength line at the second harmonic can
behave as a short for the second harngonic at the output terminal, thus in principle
decreasing the second harmonic output. However, the adjustment of the value of
the midpoint capacitance was found to be very critical; and it was found that a
decrease in efficiency and an increase in harmonLc content occurred at a point of
adjustment only slightly removed from the point at which the radiated se_"nd
harmonic power was a minimum. It was felt that the reduction in efficiency might
correlate with an increase in the generation of second harmonic power in the
rectification circuit and suggested an investigation of harmonic power generation
as a function of the termination of the low pass filter at the input to the dipole
antenna. Although such an investigation was needed, i£ was identified as a
diversion to the main thrust of this task, which was to test the foreplane as part
of the 199 element MSFC rectenna. The midpoint capacitance, therefore, was
not included in the construction of the core assembly.
Before concluding this discussion it is noted in Section 3.4 that
the second harmonic can be reduced considerably by caning the intervening section
of line to the second harmonic. The criticality of the adjustment was not noted
although it may well have been there.
_8
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5.5 Tests of the Separate Rectenna Elements in the Foreplane Structure
"_ith the use of the Expanded Waveguide Fixtu::e
Because the individual elements are isolated from each other in the
foreplane structure it should be possible to check the elements individually.
Therefore, extensive tests were carried out on the individual elements in the
forepl_ne assembly using a modified expanded waveguide test fixture. The modi-
fications consisted of cutting deep slots into the sides of the test fixture to accept
the foreplane. After the foreplane is inserted into the test fixture, the lid is
closed a:,d clamped. Secure contact is made between the lid of the fixture and the
back of the foreplane section with the use of machine screws, although good
contact does not appear to be necessary for proper operation.
Table 5-2 presents the results of the final tests that were made on
each of the rectenna elements in the foreplane structure. A set of five GaAs-W
Schottky barrier diodes fabricated as part of the diode development
program was used. Each of the five diodes was also checked out in an RXCV
element to ascertain if there was a substantial difference in efficiency between
the RXCV element in the foreplane structure. A slightly lower efficiency (less
than 1%) of these elements in the foreplane was noted. This loss was probably
caused by the losses in the section of the transmission line that joined the
rectenna section to the ne.'_t within the foreplane construction. The average over-
all efficiency (the ratio of DC power output to incident microwave power) of the
5 elements in the foreplane was 87.86%. The reflection loss was only 0.26%.
An incident power level of 4 watts was used for the test.
Although it was possible to match the foreplane elements so that there
was a very small reflection, in the cases of elements 4 and 5 the efficiency
decreased substantially when the elements were matched out. This was not the
case with the other three elements, and there was no obvious cause of the
anomaly experienced with elements 4 and 5.
5.6 Smith Chart Presentation of Reflection Data
A Smith Chart presentation of microwave reflection as a function of
incident microwave power level and the ohmic value of DC load resistance, made
for a typical element in the foreplane structure is shown in Figure 5-11. Th_s
indicates, as had previous measurements of reflected power, that low values of
reflected power (less than 1%) can be obtained over a relatively wide range of
microwave power input if the proper load resistances are used. However, the
reflection can be made to vanish only for _ combination of load resistance and
microwave power input. An adjustment of the load resistance primarily accom-
modates a mismatch of the resistance portion of the microwave load, but not the
reactance part. The admittance is measured at the point where the half wave
dipole input terminals connect to the input of the low pass filter. A temporary
short at this point was used to find the corresponding reference point on the
moving-probe slotted waveguide standing wave detector. The slotted wavegvide
standing wave detector is attached to the input of the expanded wave_u[de test
fixture. Fig_re 5-11 utilizes only the central part of the Smith Chart in order to
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,Figure .5-11, Input admittance to the foreplane reetenna element measured at the
jut_etb of the half-wave dipole to the low-pass filter section. Input admittance
is a f,-"*ion of the input microwave power level and the DC load resistance. Data
were ,_ained using the expanded wavegu)dc test fixture and one of the elements
in the foreplane construction. The rectenna element tested was connected in the
intended manner to the adjacent rectenna elements. The susceptance component
car. be varied by resetting the position of the movable short near the diode rec-
tifiez. By adjusting this setting and the DC load_ it is possible to obtain a zero
power reflection ior awide range of inciden;: power. The 5-watt input level was
placed at the center of the Smith Chart because this is the intended power level
of operation when the foreplane structure is put into the 199-element rectenna for
test.
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show clearly in the form of concentric circles the relatively small amount of
reflected power associated with relatively large variations in admittance f,-om
that which matches the generator source. It is noted that a very wide range of
input power is associated with a value of reflected power less than 1% of the
incident power.
the data in Figure 5-I1 are plotted in admittance form. The conduc-
tance component tends to remain constant, while the susceptance component
varies with the input power level. A variation in the DC load resistance tends
to vary both the conductance and susceptance components.
The variation in susceptance as a function of power level undoubtedly
comes fron_ the variation in the capacitance of the Schottky barrier diode as a
function of the bias volcage which is determined by the power level and the value
of DC load resistance, The average value of this capacitance gets reflected
back through the two-stage low loss filter to the point at which the admittance is
being measured,
5,7 Test of the 5-element Foreplane as an Integrated Part of a
La rger Arrax."
The 5-element foreplane structure was integrated into the 199-
element rectenna array and an attempt was made to uncover important difter-
ences between the behavior of the rectenna prior to such ineorp__qf.g_o___
No important differences were discovered. .The foreplane assembly
consisting of the metallic shield and the core assembly of five rectenna elements
was mounted in the central portion of the 199-element rectem,a, as shown in
Figure 5-12. The output power from the foreplane, as expc, imen;nlly measured,
was then compared with what the power output wouhl have been fro_:_ the five
individt_al elements that it replaced, according to a formula to be expieivcd later.
On _he basis of this comparison, the measured power output of the foreplene
structure was found to be slightly higher than predicted at lower power and about
the same at higher power levels. This behavior could be accounted for by the,
characteristics of the diodes _lsed in the elements in the foreplane and by other
considerations. One of the bnportant possibilities taken into consideration was
that the 5 elcments in the foreplane were robbing power from their neighbors as
the result of operating into a lower dc load resistance. However, a wide variation
of the dc load resistancc presented to the foreplane structure did not substantially
perturb the aggregate power picked up by alLthe diodes in a central circular area
whose diameter was larger than the length of the foreplanc structure.
To begin the experimental study of the integration of the foreplane
into the 199 element array, it is noted that in the 199-element array all of the
rectenna elements lie on sets of circles with different radii but with a comnnon
center. The common center is at the center of the array. Starting from the
center, there is a _ingle element at the center, designated set _'0". There are
six elements in Set No. 1 which has the smallest finite radius, six more in Set
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Figure 5-12. The test set-up for checking the foreplane type of rectenna
array. The five element foreplane structure is placed at
the center of the array as shown. The DC output is dissipated
in a resistive load. The collected power from the foreplane
c,z_ then be compared with the power that would have been
collected from the five elements that it replaced by a procedure
discussed t_ the text.
t_3
No. 2, six more ia Set No. 3, twelve in Set No. 4, six in Set No. 5 etc. This
arrangement is made more clear by reference to Figure 5-13 which shows the
first fourteen sets of elements and the number in each set.
The average power level in each set is a function of the radius of the
circle corresponding to the set. The function is given closely by a gaussLan
distributLon of power density centered at the center of the array. Figure 5-14
shows the correspondence between experimental data and a gauss[an distribution
for the 199- element array whose performance _v6_s verified by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory Quality Assurance Dept. in 1975.
It is noted then that the S-element foreplane structure a_q shown in
Figure 5-13replaces two elements of the No. 1 set, two elements of _he No. 3 set,
and the single element No. 0 set. Now, if the assumption is n_ade that all
individual elements in a set have equal power output the prediction of the power
in the foreplane structure in terms of the remainLng power in sets No. 1 and 3
may be formulated as:
Predicted
Foreplane
Powe r
Predicted
Foreplane
Power
Predicted power
in Center Element
of Foreplane
= 1.08
Aggregate Power]
of 4 elements left]
{n Set No. 1 |
_" '4 J
Predicted Power
of 2 adja:ent elements
_o center element of
Foreplane
Aggragate Power]
+P_ of elements left |
= Predic£,_ d Power
of 2 outaide
elements of
Foreplane
+ Z [ oAf6g r:lg:tjeP:W e r
left in Set No. 3
The factor 1.08 in the firbt term above comes from the fact that the
density of power at the center as given by the gaussian dLstribution is 1.08 times
the power density at the radius of Set No. 1 consisting of 6 elements.
All the elements in a set operate in parallel into a common load.
The effective load per element is approximately Z3.5 ohms. To maintain this
effective load, it was necessary to reset the common load values of _ets 0, l,
and 3.
Figure 5-15 shows experimental data which compare the output of the
foreplane structure with the predicted value as given by the preceding formula
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Figure 5- 13.
71927_
SET NO. NO. IN SET SET NO. NO. IN SET
0 1 (CENTER) 8 6
1 6 9 12
2 6 10 12
3 6 11 6
4 12 12 6
5 6 13 12
6 6 14 12
7 12
Schematic Showin£ that all Rcctcnna Elements are Parts of
Sets, With Six or Twelve Elements Per Set, Which lie on
Circles Concentric with the Rectenna Center. In the 199-
Element Array there are 7 additional sets to the 14 of this
figu re.
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The average DC power output per element in a set of elements
function of the radial distance of the se_. The resulting points
easily fitted to a Gauss[an curve which is the approximate
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RELAIlVE INCIDENT MICROWAVE POWER
Figure 5-15. Experimentally observed power output of the 5-element fore-
plane structure is compared wit.h predicted power based upon power picked
up by remaining elements in sets whose total number of elements included
elements in the forep!:,ne structure. Data set No. 1 and No. 2 were taken
at different times. Inconsistency of data at the "relative inclcient microwave
power" value of 1.0 is caused by difficulty in resetting the incident micro-
wave power level from one set of measurements to another.
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over a-comparatively wide range of input power levels. The maximum average
power level of the elements in the foreplane structure was 4.34 watts. Higher
levels were not sought in order to minimize the possibility of diode failure,
since these diodes do not have a particularly high reverse breakdown voltage.
The data shown in Figure 5-15indicate that the power output of foreplane
structure has a close linear relationship to the incident power level, as does the
formula for the predicted power level which is composed of experimental inputs
from Sets I and 3.
Because portions of Sets, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 interact with the foreplane
structure, it is of interest to see how the power outputs of these sets behave as a
function of the dc load resistance placed upon the 5-element foreplane structure.
Figure5-16shows the aggregate power output of the foreplane structure plus the
power outputs of Sets 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 all of which have some mutual coupling
impedance to the foreplane structure, as the dc load resistance of the foreplane
structure changes from 25 to 41 ohms. The aggregate power rises by 2% over
this range. The behavior of the individual power in the sets is also shown in
Figure 5-16. As the load resistance of the foreplane structure is increased, the
power output of the foreplane structure decreases by about 4% while the power in
sets 1 and 2 increases by about 4%. Sets 3 and 5 are relatively unchanged. Set 4
has an increase of about 2%.
The qualitative observation is that the perturbation of the aggregate
power and the individual set powers is not greatly influenced by the dc load
resistance of the foreplane structure. However, it is noted that the agreement
between predicted foreplane power and experimentally observed values is a func-
tion of the foreplane dc load resistance. This relationship is shown in Figure 5-17.
The total aggregate power increase as a function of the foreplane dc
load resistance may be correlated with a decrease in reflected power as deter-
mined by VSWR ratio measurements with a probe in front of the center of the
199-element by ¥SWR ratio measure-.nents with a probe in front of the center of
the !99-element array. The validity of this kind of measurement is good if the
illumination is gaussian and if the percentage of power reflected is uniform over
the array. In the efficient operation of the 199-element array, the elements in
each set are trimmed for minimum reflected power at the power level at which
they are intended to operate. The reflection loss that is expcriencedwhen they
are operated at other power levels is suggested by Figure 5-1L
In the illumination of the rectenna in which the foreplane is incorpor-
ated, the incident power level is different on the five elements, although they
share a common load. Hence, the situation for making VSWR measurements is
not ideal, particularly in close proximity to the three central elements of the
foreplane structure where these elements will dominate the reflected power.
However, if the probe is backed off, the VSWR ratios become more valid. Under
these conditions, the VSWR associated w:.th a /5-ohm load is 2.8 dB as compared
with 1.5 dB for the 40-ohm load as shown in Figure 5-18. The corresponding
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OPERATING CONDITIONS:
CONSTANT RELATIVE INPUT POWER- 1.2MW ON POWER METER
FOREPLANE STRUCTURE 2.5CM FROM REFLECTING PLANE
TOTAL AGGRAGATE POWER
-
. _ ii i i
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i ii
.__-.-.--4
SET NO. 2
SET NO. I
/
SET NO. 5
/
SET NO. 3
I I I I
25 30 35 40
FOREPLANE DC LOAD RESISTANCE 9,_o36
The power output of the foreplane structure _nd other sets of
rectenna elements, which contain elements coupled to elements in the fore-
plane structure, as a function of the foreplane DC load resistance.
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Agreement between experimentally measured DC power
from the foreplane structure and predicted value as a function of foreplane
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Figure 5-18. VSWR ratio and rain pusition as a function of the DC load
resistance of the 6oreplane construction and of the distance of the probe from
the dipole plane.
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reflected powers are 2.5% versus 0.7%. The difference of 1.8% in reflected
power correlates with the 2% increase in aggregatc power. However, the micro-
wave input measui'ement accuracy and the validity of the reflected power percen-
tage by the VSWR measurements make such good agreement appear to be
coincidental.
The type of VSWR measurements that were obtained are shown in
Figure 5-18. the 25-ohm load definitely gives a higher VSWR at all probe posi-
tions. However, the variation in VSWR as a function of probe position is not
characteristic of measurements that had been made previously in this structure
without the foreplane structure, as shown in Figure 5-19
The fact that the 5 elements of the foreplane receive different amounts
of microwave power but operate into a common load raises the question as to the
effective load resistance each one sees. If the assumption is first n_ade that the
efficiency of the rectenna elen_ent, and therefore its power output is affected to
only a minor degree by modest perturbation of its load resistance, it is simple
to calculate these load resistances. Thus, out of a predicted foreplane power
output of 18.59 watts, 2.94 watts comes from each of the two elements in Set 3,
4.13 watts from each of the two elements i:,Set I, and 4.46 watts from the central
element. The voltage across the 35-ohm load resistance for 18.59 watts input
is 25.51 volts. Since all the elements operate in parallel, the respective load
resistances are 221, 157, and 145 oh1_ns respectively. It is possible that the non-
uniforn_[ty of reflection from these elements may contribute to the difference in
VSWR patterns between Figures s-18and 5.19. The reflected power that would be
associated with these load resistances and these power levels for the individual
elements tested in the expandedwaveguide fixtures are given in Figure 5-11.
According to this figure, 2.94 watts and 221 ohms gives I_0 power reflection with
an adn_ittance co_uponent of 0.8 and very little susceptance; 4. 13 watts and
157 ohms gives I°/0reflection with an admittance component of I. I and a susccpt-
anee corr,ponent of . 16; 4.46 watts and 145 ohms gives a power reflection of i. 2?/0
with an admittance component of 1.2 and a susceptance conlponent of about 0.3.
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6.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The technology development covered by this final report was concerned
with improvements in the reception and rectification of microwave power at the
receiving terminal of a free-space power transmission system. More specifi-
cally, it was concerned with an application to the solar power satellite concept in
which solar energy is captured in a geosynchronous satellite and then, after an
imtermediate energy conversion process, transmitted to earth by a microwave
beam. The background of previous effort in developing a suitable technological
approach to this portion of the _ransmission system,together with system studies
which have developed a set of specific requirements, indicated that development
be carried forward in certain key areas with the following objectives:
l, More efficient operation in general, but particularly at lower incident
microwave power densities.
2. Better confidence and finer resolution in efficiency measurements.
3. Better knowledge of the efficiency loss mechanisms.
o Better understanding of the operation of the device through computer
simulation.
5. Development of improved diodes.
6. A decrease in the radiation of harmonic energy.
7. The development of a design that is environmentally sound.
8. The development of a design that allows low cost production.
9. An assessment of life of recteuna elenlents.
These objectives were addressed in the technology development contract
and significant progress was made in all of the areas. The resu!t_ are discussed
in the following material in the same sequence. Items 7 and 8 because of their
close overlap are reported upon as a single item.
1. Improvements in Efficiency
Improvements in efficiency were accomplished through the use of
higher impedance microwave circuits, higher DC load resistances,
and the use of improved diodes developed under this study. These
were changes incorporated into the rectenna element which is the
basic building block of the rectenna. The improvements in efficiency
ranged from a-fraction of a percent at six to eight watt level of micro-
wave power input to the rectenna element to twenty percent at an in-
put level of 50 milliwatts. More specifically, the changes resulted
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m an efficiency of 90.5 ± O. 5% at the 8 watt input level and to 79.5
z O. 5% at the 50 milliwatt level.
In addition to achieving improved efficiencies at the lowest power
levels of expected interest in a full scale satellite solar power system,
good efficiencies were obtained at still lower power levels. For
example, an efficiency of 45% was obtained with an input level of one
mllliwatt.
Despite the substantial improvements in efficiency at low power
levels the resulting efficiencies do not represent the best that can be
obtained. The measurements made on the diodes specifically design-
ed for efficient operation at the lowest power levels indicated deficien-
cies that could probably be overcome with additional development
effort and thereby substantially improve the efficiency.
Althouth the emphasis on efficiency improvement _vas at the lower
power levels some measurements in an exploring mode were made at
power levels in exces:3 of ten watts. DC output levels as high as 17
watts were obtained at efficiencies which were estimated to be as
good as at levels below I0 watts. An estimate was necessary because
the measurements were outside the capability of the standard mea-
suring equipment.
Efficiency-Measurement Confidence and Resolution
A considerable improvement in the confidence of efficiency measure-
ments on the rectenna element was established by equating the micro-
wave power absorbed by the rectenna element to the sum of the DC
power output, the losses measured in the diode, and the circuit losses
as measured experimentally and by computer simulation. The micro-
wave power absorbed by the rectenna element is equal to the care-
fully calibrated incident microwave power upon the rectenna element
less the reflected power which is typically less than one percent of
the incident power. Each of the quantities going into the equating
operation has associated with it a probable error. It was determined
that the total probable error was _ 0.75% . The resulting difference
between the two sides of the equation was within this probable error.
Prior to the technique of balancing power input against Fower output
and losses, confidcnce in efficiency measurements had to depend
upon the use of the Bureau of Standards service in calibrating a secon-
dary standard at Raytheon Company and the use of_.his secondary
standard plus calibrated attenuators to establish the calibration of the
rectenna element test set.
In order toutillze the power balancing technique, however, it was
necessary to carefully measure or estimate the losses in the rec-
tenna element. This was done by developing a procedure to measure
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the losses in the rectenna element, this was done by developing a
procedure to measure the losses in the diode, which was determiner]
to be the principal loss mechanism, and developing a procedure based
partly on experimental measurement of losses and partly upon com-
puter simulation to determine the circuit losses in the rectenna
element.
As a result of this procedure there is a much greater confidence in
the probable error of efficiency measurements established on the
basis of calibration procedures originating with the Bureau of Stand-
ards and transferred by suitable means but with an estimated error
to a test arranget_nent for measuring rectenna element efficiency,
The probable error in efficiency measurements 1:;±0.6_ for measure-
ments over I00 rnilliwatts, and+0.4_/0 for measurements at I00 mllii-
watts.
There was an improvement effected in resolution of efficiency
measurements by using a digital meter on the microwave power input
measurement and a digital voltmeter to measure the DC voltage
across the carefully calibrated DC load resistance.
It was also determined th0t the reproducibility of efficiency measure-
ments depended heavily upon the electrical and mechanical symmetry
of the rectenna element itself. Higher order modes in the expanded
wave guide test fixture can also be a minor source of measurement
difficulty depending upon the coupling symmetry of the rectenna ele-
ment and upon the frequency of testing. This is a characteristic of
the test fixture itself and would not be experienced in the use of the
rectenna element in the rectenna array.
Quantitative Evaluation of Losses in the Rectenna Element
Prior to this contractual effort only engineering estimates of the
quantitative values of loss mechanisms in the rectenna element were-
available. Under this contract a highly accurate method for experi-
mentally determining the total losses in the diode was developed,
Experimental measurements were also made on the losses in the in-
put low pass filter section of the rectenna element. Losses in the
rectifier tank circuit were obtained fron: the computer simulation
program.
The measured losses in the diode agreed with previous engineering
estimates. The minimum total losses in the diode were found to
range from as low as 7• 4% of the input power for microwave input
levels of several watts to very high values for very low power in-
puts• At very low power inputs there was a substantial error in-
volved in the experimental method.
Circuit losses other than those taking place inside the diode were
found to he in the region of Z to 3%. The probable error in these
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measurements is greater than for the diode. For one set of
measurements the circuit loss was set at 2.37%± 0.4%.
A novel method for accurately measuring diode losses was developed
under this contract. The method made use of a ground-plane test
fixture in which the balanced rectenna element is simulated by split-
ting the element into two halves and then locating one half of the ele-
ment above a ground plane. This permits the use of a thermistor
bridge to measure the temperature rise in the diode as the result of
power dissipated inside the diode. The bridge is calibrated in terms
of power dissipated in the diode by injecting and accurately measuring
DC power into the diode. However, the measurement technique is in-
sensitive to whethe_ the heating source is DC power or microwave
power since both are dissipated within the diode semiconductor chip.
Hence when the diode is operating normally in the rectenna element
as a microwave power rectifier the power dissipation is determined
from the thermistor bridge and assumed to be the total loss in the
diode as it is normally used.
Mathematical Modeling and Computer Simulation
The rectenna element, although it has the mechanical appearance of
being a simple device, and in the half wave rectifier configuration is
indeed the s!mplest electrical device, is nevertheless an electrically
very" complex device when it is examined in detail. This complexity
is caused by the high non-linearity of the device, which generates
harmonic power which greatly complicates the waveforms of the volt-
age and current within the element. To analyze the behavior of the
device in detail it is necessary to resort to computer simulation
based upon a reasonable mathematical model of the element.
Under this contract, a successful effort in mathematical modelling
the element and simulating its performance on a computer has been
successfully carried out and has resulted in a technique that is cer-
tain to be of ureat importance in further refinement of the rectenna
element.
The computer simulation program has generally given results that
confirm the experimental results, but upon occasion has indicated
differences which have led to investigations to resolve the differences.
For example the diode losses were first computed on the basis of the
theoretical design of the diode and found to be less than those mea-
sured. It was found that the forward voltage drop as measured by
DC voltage measurements was greater than that predicted from
theory lea,ling to the conclusion that-the ohmic contact is not purely
ohmic but retains some Schottky barrier characteristics which con-
tribute to the voltage drop,
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oThe computer simulation program has also indicated that there is
the possibility of a combination of effective diode capacitance, input
microwave power level, and setting of the effective inductance in the
rectifier tank circuit that can cause the ger, eration of much power in
the higher order harmonics and decrease the efficiency significantly.
Thus the computer simulation program prc:zides a useful means of
providing a large variety of operating conditions that would be difficult
to reproduce experimentally.
Development of Improved Diodes
A significant number of different diode designs were produced under
this contract as an aid in investigating their impact: upon improved
rectenna element performance. The most significant development
was the use of a GaAs-W barrier in place of the well-established
GaAs-Pt Schottky barrier. As anticipated, this reduced the forward
voltage drop by about 0.2 volts or about 25%. This reduction is of
great significance in efficiency improvement when operating elements
at a very low incident microwave power level.
The development of the GaAs-W barrier is a significant achievement
because of the difficulty of the bonding propertie._ of their physical
interface. A solution to this problem was found under separate con-
tractual support and enabled us to adapt the same fabrication techni-
ques ta-the diodes that were developed under this contract.
The effort to develop diodes for improved performance of rectenna
elements when they are subjected to low values of incident microwave
power has established the importance of the resistance of the back
contact as a limiting parameter. Improved diodes for low power
operation are made with lower junction capacitance and therefore
with reduced junction area. Because the distance between the junction
area and the back contact is so small in the plated heat sink diode,
the current does not have a chance to fan out before making contact
with the back contact. Since the series resistance in the epitaxial
layer is very small for these diodes which have a high doping den._ity
as well as a thin epitaxial layer the back contact resistance becon_es
a dominating element. Since the technique ef applying the back con-
tack for these diodes is the best available, thert, is no way of rt, ducing
the _pecific resistance (per unit area) of the ba_k contact without
active development effort. However, it is possible to increase, the,
distance between the back contact and the: epitaxial layer in order to
let the current fan out. Diodes were made with this f_.ature and it
was found that the series resistance, as mc.asured by DC ;oltagc, _vas
indeed reduced. However, it was found that these diodt,s did not
provide improved performance and it was then found that the micro-
wave resistance was higher than the DC resistance, indicating that
there was a skin effect involved.
F
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If further development is undertaken on diodes for low-power density
applications it is recommended that the followir, g items be examined:
a) The reduction of the specific resistance (ohms per unit area) of
the back contact.
b) The increase of the back contact area.
c) A decrease in the skin resistance of the surface of the substrate
over which the microwave current flows to the back contact.
d) An increase in the doping density of the substrate to decrease
the spreading resistance and decrease the skin resistance.
Radiation of Harmonic EnerKy From the Rectenna Element
A two-section low pass filter is inserted between the half-wave dipole
of the rectenna element and the rectification circuit to store energy
between rectification periods and to reduce the radiation of harmonic
energy from the dipole. It has been recognized that there is an
opportunity to enhance this attenuation in the design of the two-plane
rectenna construction, because the section of transmission line that
connects one rectenna element with the next can be made a half-wave-
length long at the second harmonic and provide an effective shorting
out of second harmonic energy at the input terminals of the halfwave
dipole. It is recognized that this would be a critical adjustment if
full advantage were to be taken of it.
This approach was investigated with mixed and uncertain results. As
the technique was studied on the ground plane fixture, it was deter-
mined that the absorption of second harmonic energy into a matched
50 ohm load, which represented the input to the dipole terminals,
could be reduced by another 30 dB by adjusting the length of this
section. There was even a slight improvement in efficiency noted.
However, when the same technique was later applied to the section
of the two-plane construction that was built and evaluated, it was found
that there could be a two to three percent drop in efficiency at a point
of adjustment of the electrical length of this line extremely close to
the one found optimum for the reduction of harmonic energy. In any
event the maximum reduction in harmonic :ontent was nominal.
It was also found that an open circuited stub line resonant at the third
harmonic could be added to the terminals of the dipole input and result
in a reduction of third harmonic output energy from 40 dB to 55 dB.
The Development of a Design that is both Environmentally Sound and
is _uited to Low Cost Speed Production
The development of basic technology for the rectcnna for the full scale
satellite solar power station is quite well advanced, but the adaptation
I
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of this basic technology to a rectenna that is environn_entally sound
and that can be made at low cost in large volume production was
recognized as an area of special study. The SSPS rectenna design
problem is a complex one in that many different requirements must
be met simultaneously. The active rectenna elements must be ade-
quately shielded from the environment, it must be possible to inter-
connect the elements in such a manner as to produce an output DC
voltage of I000 volts with adequate electrical insulation, and the
complete rectenna structure must be structurally sound and capable
of w_thstanding s_zeahle wind and ice loads.
It has been recognized for sol._e time that the approach to meeting
these requirements should be based on the two-plane rectenna ele-
ment construction. In this arrangement one plane is merely a reflec-
ting plane which can be made from a coarse mesh with a surface
which is highly resistive to deterioration under long life and harsh
environmental conditions. The other plane then contains the elements
of collecting the microwave power, converting it into DC power, and
bussing it to some central point of DC power collection.
Two major accomplishments in achieving a pract!.cal two-plane con-
struction were realized. The first of these was the adaptation of the
RXCV rectenna element to the two plane construction and the elec-
trical testing of the new configuration. The second was the develop-
ment of a metallic shroud that is placed around the rectenna elements
in the new configuration which functions as both an environmental
shield and as a main structural element of the rectenna.
The whole assembly consisting of the rectenna elements in the new
format and the metallic shroud surrounding it was thoroughly tested
as a portion of the 199-element re'ztenna that has served as the }abor-
atory test vehicle for many projects. The conclusions are that there
is no substantial difference in the efficiency or other electrical be-
havior of the new two-plane format from that obtained from the normal
elements in the array which they replaced. A high confidence level
in the two plane construction has been _rovided.
However, the new two-plane design cannot be regarded as a completed
development. The metallic shroud had holes cut into it for the pro-
trusion of the half wave dipoles. The addition of some kind of grom-
met will be necessary to make a weather-proof seal between the leg
of the dipole and the metallic shroud. The rectenna elements also
need to be redesigned to eliminate the teflon machine screws and
other features that are not indicative of a final Froduction design.
8. An, ,Assessment of Life of Rectenna Elements
Previous life tests were continued on a no-charge basis but with *.he
use of test equipment available for this technology development program. The
life test procedure involved 199 rectenna elements and diodes divided up into
sets that were differentiated from each other by the value of the microwave power
density falling upon them. A continuous run of 2763 hours was obtained with no
element or diode failures corresponding to a 27.3 year MTBF with a 90% confi-
dence factor. About 50% of the elements were run at power levels substantially
above the maximum specified for the base line design of the SSPS.
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7.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The technology of microwave power transmission has been substantially
advanced with the work covered by this report. Measurement and analytical
tools are now available for additional, more refined, investigations into efficLency
and other operational parameters of the rectenna element. A firm foundation for
the first iteration of an electrical, mechanical, and environmentally protected
design of a low-cost rectenna for the satellite solar power station application has
been established with the effort on the design and test of the two-plane rectenna.
format covered in this report.
It is recommended th_,t the next immediate technology development effort
involve the detailed design and subsequent construction and testing of a section
of rectenna that will:
1) Provide 1000 volts of DC potential at the terminals.
2) Use a revised mechanical design of the core-assembly of the.
foreplane structure aimed at reduced cost of manufacture and better
compatibility with the use of an external metallic shield.
3) Use a fully environmentalized metal shield for the core assembly
that will take all environmentz.i conditions into account and which
will serve as a structural el:ment in the rectenna.
The activity in this proposed effort should be carried out with the construc-
tion of a larger rectenna, either as part of the effort itself or as part of a subse-
quent effort, in mind. The larger rectenna should be sufficiently large and with
a sufficiently tapered illumination to permit its evaluation with the use of an effi-
cient microwave generator of about five kilowatts of power output. A gaussian
illumination should be provided so that accurate measurements _-'an be made of
the absorbing efficiency and overall efficiency of the rectenna. The kind of
system recommended is shown in Figure 7-1.
The rectenna in the system should be fully environmentall 7 protected and
permit its evaluation under a wide variety of environmental conditions. The
rectenna after initial evaluation for its efficiency and other parameters should
be set up for life test and operated continuously.
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APPENDIX A
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SIMULATION
PROGRAM FOR THE RXCV RECTENNA El EMENT
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D£VELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM
FOR THE RXGV REGTENNA ELEMENT
The computer model is based around the element geometry used for the
current rectenna element. The physical circuit shown as a photograph in Figure 1
models electrically for analysis purposes as Figure 2.
Figure 1. Rectenna Element
.. ,_" , ?[ ,h. _[_z
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II
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Vol rage
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Figure 2. Electrical Model
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The supply and load segments of the circuit are modeled mathematically
using the components shown in Figure 2:
Vs (source) (t), Rs, Cs, RI (load), CI; while the other components of the
rectenna element are broken into multiple subdivisions and modeled by
transmission line elements with a conduction loss (Figure 3).
l(J-1) R (J) L (J) I(.0
+
V(J-1) V(J) L C(J)
-T
Figure 3. jth Element of Transmission Filter and
Rectification Section of Figure 2
The elements L(J), C(J'), R(J) are the characteristic inductance, capacitance,
and "skin" resistance of the line segments. Table 1 lists the number of seguaen_s,
element values, and other parameters used in the direct analysis of the present
el ement:
Major Element # Segments R L C Elect. Length
(See Figure 2) (_) (nh) (pf) (cm/)
C1 2 .034 .48 .20 .36
L 1 3 . 096 3.0 . 07 . 43
2C 1 2 .034 . 24 . 40 • 36
L2 1 .050 1.68 .044 . 32
L3 2 .050 1.68 .044 . 32
When the ground-plane fixture is used,
are halved arid capacitances are doubled.
all resistance and inductance vslues
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The diode is placed in the Kth node of the structure and that node is
modeled as Figure 4.
D RDV
v (K}
CDJ
I(K)
PERFECT VDJ, IDJDIODE
Figure 4. Model of K th Node
In Figure 4:
R{K) =
L{K) =
C{K) =
CD =
LD =
RDV =
CDJ =
Loss resistance in element at diode location
Characteristic line inductance in the element at diode location
Characteristic line capacitance in the element at the line location
Case capacitance of diode
"Lead" inductance of diode
Voltage variable resistance of diode voltage
Variable junction capacitance of diode
Perfect Diode: described as IDj = Is (e_ " 1 )nRt -
1D = Total diode current
LD/_ = Current through perfect diode
VDJ = Voltage across diode junction
The following equation set is used to describe the element at the input:
Vs(t) = VS sin (Ztrft)
gives VST = VS* sin (TWO PIF ':'TIME)
I{l) = - CsdV(1)dt ' Vs(t) = V{Z) - V{l) + I{l) Rs +L(_} _dt
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gives
reEL V(1) = - I(1) * C1NV(1)
DELI(1) = (VST +V(1) - V(Z) - I(1)*Rs)* L1NV(Z)
In the transmission, filter, and rectification section at the Ith node
C(J) dV(ff) = I (J-l) - I(J)
dt
4I(3"7. V(J) - V(J+l) - I(J) * R(J+I)L(J-I) dt =
reducing to
DE LV (J)
DEL l(J)
= (l(J-l)- l(J))* CINV(J)
= (V(J) - V(J+l) - l(J)* (R(J+I)) * LINV(J+I)
In developing a model of the diode, the assumption was made that an n-type
gallium-arsenide device operating at about room temperature would be used. The
device characteristics to be specified are the case capacitance (CD), the load
inductance (LD), the work function of the metal-semiconductor junction _Vrnetal),
the forward bias dc resistance (RD), the zero bias junction capacity (CDJO), and
the reverse breakdown voltage (VDjR).
In addition, the thermal voltage (KT/Q) is included as an input and the
resistance of the ep_taxial layer (RHO) may be included in the data input or
computed from other parameters.
The stages in the calculation of the other parameters follow. A relative
doping density (DOPING) is derived from the reverse breakdown voltage
DOPING = (VDJR/75) 1.45 (x 1016/cm 3)
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The voltage difference (VDIFF) between the metal work function (VMETAL) and
the Schottky barrier voltage (VDJO) is calculated from the doping density
VDIFF = KT/Q_n (47./DOPING) (VOLTS)
VD$O = VMETAL - VDIFF (VOLTS)
The junction capacity inverse (CDJ1) is calculated from VDJO and the
present value of junction voltage (VDJ)
(VDJO - VDJ )I/2 1CDJI = I/CDJO \ _-'_¢_ Farads
From other values above the thickness of the epitaxial layer at zero bias (THKEPO)
and its ideal overall thickness (THKEPR) may also be calculated
THKEPO =
THKEPR =
3.46 x 10 -5 x (VDJO/DOPING) "I/z cm
(VDJO - VDJR) I/zTHKEPO x \ V-DJC_ cm
Using the zero bias capacity (CDJO) the diode area (AREA) is
AREA = 3.59 x 107 x CDJO x (VDJO/DOPING)-cm z
In the diode the resistance (RDV) also varies with voltage and can be calculated
from the forward resistance (TD) and the ch-,racteristics of the epitaxial layer.
RDV = RD - RDVO • CDJI
where
RDVO = 9.65 x I0"13 xRHO.
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If the resistivity (RHO) of the epitaxial layer is not well known,
calculated as RHO = . 15/DOPING.
it may be
"'2J;
- ,,:
The material properties of gallium arsenide assumed in the above calcula-
tions are relative dielectric constant (I0.9) and density of conduction states
(4.7 x I017/cm3).
The terminal characteristics are related by the equation set:
LDJ = Is (e _IVDJ
net - I)
dVDJ
CDJ (VDJ) dt - 119 - IDJ
Ld did
d-'_-= (V(K) - VDJ - RDV (VDJ) - ID ....
where voltage variable junction capacity and epitaxial resistance derived in the
explanation of the diode model are used. These equations are written as
/ \
IDJ
= IDJO _"k EXP (QOKT _'._VDJ- I))
DELVDJ = CDJI _ (ID - IDJ)
DELID = (V(K) - VDI - RDV _"ID) _ LDINV
At the output terminal (J = NUMNOD)
C(NUMNOD) dV(NUMNOD) = I(NUMNOD) - I(NUMNOD - i )
dt
and I(NUMNOD) = V(NUMNOD)/RL
where RL is the load resistor.
_4
l_----
m, ¸ "
.Allabove equations describe the instantaneous characteristics cf the system.
A predictor-corrector rout._ne is used to give the time integrals of the derived
differentials so that
v M
/dl(J) =_ _dt dt=l(J,r)
o duo
and
r M
/dV(J') = _., dVd-_t_--_)dt = V(J,r )
0 4 =0
whcre M steps are used to go from the start of the program to time (r).
In the numerical routine
l(J) = l(J) + DELI(J) * TO
V(J) = V(J) +DELV(J) *TO
where TO is the Lime interval (dr).
Power calculations use a similar integration technique where for example
at a particular node
POWER (J) = POWER (J) + I(J) * I(3")* R(J+I)
or in _he diode
POWERD = POWERD + V(K) _:' ID ,
Fourrier coefficients are calculated as for example
for a variable V(n), the cosine coefficient of the Kth harmonic is
b ' I
......... " _*_........ ' ........ J" -:.l 1. I
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A(n) - _ cos (2_r.K.f.t). V(n,t).At
one cycle
The output of the analysis has two parts: (I) an output calculated at the end
of each cycle to give an idea of
a)
b)
c)
the convergence of the solution
the absolute error in variable integration calculated in the predictor-
corr ector routine
the source of that absolute error.
(2) In the last cycle, the following information is given for a converged cycle:
a) at intervals through the cycle at 128 equally spaced points the values
of eleven terminal parameters of voltage and current
b)
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)
xi)
input voltage (VIN)
input current (l(l))
predictor-corrector error in diode junction voltage (ERVDJ)
pred_ctor-corrector error in diode current (ERID)
diode current (ID)
diode junction current (ID5)
diode junction voltage (VDS)
diode voltage (V(NODDIO))
load voltage (V(NUMNOD))
current into diode node (I(NODDIO-I))
current from diode node (I(NODDIO))
the power integrated over the cycle in all "loss" mechanisms
i)
ii)
input power to the element (POWER(1))
power loss in each skin loss clement
(POWER(J) fox J" = 2 to J = NUMNOD-I)
120
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iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
power in the source resistor Rs (PWRSRS)
power in the load resistor RI (POWERL)
power loss in the diode junction (POWRDI)
power loss in the diode series resistance (POWRRD)
power loss in the total diode (POWERD)
(A good check on che convergence in the system is that POWERD should equal
POWRDJ + POWRRD and
NUMNOD
POWER(1) = E
J=2
POWER(3) + POWERL + POWERD
The element match to the input may be determined by comparing POWER(1) to
PWRSRS. If there is a perfect match POWER(1) = PWRSRS. )
m,..
c) Sine, cosine, and dc Fourier coefficients are calculated for the first
five harmonics of the input frequency. The variables so analyzed are
t.
d)
i) diode current (ID)
ii) diode voltage (VNODDIO)
iii) three current or voltage variables selected by the user
(V(M1), I(M2), V(M3)).
An automatically scaled graphical display of four currents and four
voltages at each of the 128 points tabulated is presented on two plots
(one of voltage, one of current). The variables displayed are
i) I(1) as an asterisk
ii) I/9 as aa X
iii) I(NODDIO-1) as a plus
iv) I(NODDIO) as a zero
v) VIN as an asterisk
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vi)
vii)
viii)
VDJ as an X
V(NODDIO) as a plus
V(NUMNOD) as a zero.
Input variables available to the user are presented in a NAMELIST format.
All program inputs are backed up by default data in the program that will cause
the program to run for an original set of inputs. The user may access and change
the data variables with single cards in an unforrnatted input. The input variables
are automatically listed under a heading of the associated NAMELIST.
Following is a list of input variables and their functional meanings.
i:
, ' "& _'z-'_" _" -'-':'"=: - 'i •
LIST OF INPU r VARIABLES AND THEIR FUNCTIONAL MEANINGS
CNTROL
VSTART
MAXCYC
STDERR
CLOSER )
NUMNOD
NPR INT
(control elements )
Initial bias placed on the structure
- if this number is negative all voltages are assigned the
bias value
- if positive the program will read data inputs under
NAMELIST INIT
Number of rf cycles run before print out of last cycle.
Optional convergence criteria which may be used to in__tlate the
end of the run on print out last cycle.
Number of nodes in the elernernt. If the maximum number of nodes
(19) is chosen, the program assumes a ground plane fixture is
being used and adjusts element parameters accordingly.
Number of data points printed in the final cycle
CIRELS (circuit
R(J)
c(j)
L(J)
RS
RL
elements outside the diode)
Skin losses
Characteristic capacitances
Characteristic inductances
Source res
Load resistor
Default values
match the rectenna element
used in RXGV
Will be adjusted to ground
plane values if NUMNOD = lq
DIODELS
NODDIO
CD
LD
VMETAL
(diode parameters)
Diode location in the rectenna elemen_
Package capacity
Package lead inductance
Schottky metal work function (volts)
VDJR • Breakdown voltage (a negative number) (volts)
CDJO Zero bias junction capacity (farads)
KTOQ Exponent multiplier (thermal volta_c of diode junction)
RHO Epitaxial resistivity of diode (ohm cm)
- if this is made negative the, program calculates
RHO = . 15 x 10+16 /DOPING LEVEL
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TIMELS (timing
FREQ
VS
NUMSTP
M1
MZ
M3
elements for a cycle)
Microwave frequency in Hz
Drive source amplitude (volts)
Number of subdivision of one microwave cycle
Node number of V(M1), I(M2), V(M3) for
which Fourrier coefficients will be calculated
INIT (initial conditions )
v(J)
l(j)
VDJ
ID
Initial values of node currents and voltages if
VSTART < O, this li'._twill not be read and alI
V's will receive a default value equal to VSTART
all I's will be set to zero.
ERRORS (error criteria for use in predictor corrector)
These values are present for future program expansion and are not
currently in use.
Data may be changed from it_ default values by the following procedure
(an example). Place at the end of program execution cards the following
- - $ CNTROL - VSTART = - 8 - $
-- $ CIRELS - $
- - $ DIODELS- $
- - $ TIMELS - VS = 16. - $
In this case only the operating level of the "default" element-diode com-
bination has been changed to a low power case. Note that almost all
NAMELIST names had to be read whether or not they were used _o change
"default" data. INIT was not read since VSTART was negative.
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